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Abstract
The report discusses the master’s thesis project undertaken at International Space University. The
report entails the design, development and integration activities of Microbial Methane Associated
Research Strasbourg 1 (MMARS1) project. The project is microgravity research project aims to study
the growth M. barkeri bacteria in space environment. The project is managed between International
Space University, University of Strasbourg, Airbus Defense and Space and Space Tango. The
experiment will launched with SpaceX CRC 10 mission. This report contains the evolution of the
project, final hardware configuration and the full software development life cycle for the project. The
repost also contains the information regarding the management of the project, recommendations for
MMARS 2 project to increase scientific return, and professional experience gained.
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1. Introduction
Microbial Methane Associated Research Strasbourg 1 (MMARS 1) project is one of the first research
projects undertaken at ISU that involves significant research in design and development of flight
hardware. The experiment itself is one of first microgravity research projects to study the growth
curve for methanogens. This section contains the scope and purpose of the document, outlines the
structure of the document, provides introduction to the project objectives and provides detailed
information about the project partners and sponsor.

1.1 Purpose of the Document
This report is a detailed documentation of the work undertaken as part of master’s thesis on MMARS
1 project from February to August 2016 at the International Space University. It details the research
conducted, critical decisions taken, and chronicles key developments made to be compliant with
project objectives. The project involves design, development, and testing of microgravity research
experiment for International Space Station. The document is the principle deliverable to fulfill the
partial requirements laid out by ISU in regards to master’s thesis year. This document is structured as
per the guidelines in the Internship module guide.

1.2 Scope of the Document
The scope of the project report extends beyond introducing the MMARS1 project and describing the
contributions of author towards the project, which were inclined towards engineering. It rather
details the evolution of the MMARS1 project from conceptualization to the development of flight
hardware, ready for deployment to International Space Station. It records key decisions made at an
individual scale and together with the project team. This report consists of the following
components:










Introduction to the project background, presenting overview of the project and its scientific
objectives.
Introduction to project partners and sponsors, their roles and responsibilities and how these
roles evolved over time.
Introduction to aims and objectives from thesis standpoint. The objectives for the project are
divided into professional and educational objectives.
Detailed and structured project evolution, critical decisions made and the final configuration
of the project.
Detailed description of hardware and software concepts development.
Detailed software development life cycle process, which involves detailed description of
software architecture, functionalities, flow diagrams and testing strategies.
Project management approaches undertaken in the project, which involves creation of
avenues for transparent and better communication.
Ideas for the MMARS 2 project to increase the scientific return.
A section dedicated to skills developed and lessons by working on the project.

1.3 MMARS1 Project Overview
MMARS 1 was conceived as a student project at International Space University, and is the first
quantitate space experiment which aims to investigate the methanogen bacteria growth in
conditions similar to those in the subsurface of planet Mars. The primary aim of this experiment is
to characterize the viability and growth of a methanogen under conditions relevant to non-earth
1

applications. These conditions include microgravity, particle radiation, and acetate feedstock. Use of
a ground control will illuminate the combined effects of microgravity and radiation. The scientific
questions that will be investigated in the experiment are listed below:
 How does the growth of methanogens including lag phase, growth rate, and stationary phase
change under conditions of space flight?
 How do methanogens physiologically adapt to the stresses of spaceflight?
During the flight experiment, the methanogen will be exposed to stresses as a result of being in
space flight conditions. Many microorganisms respond by increasing cell division or metabolic
activity. These physiological responses will change the growth curve, an important parameter for
designing experiments. The growth curve will be monitored by indirectly measuring CH4 production
throughout the flight experiment via changes in internal pressure and decoupling of growth to
metabolic activity will be determined by comparing final CH4 to cell density of flown samples and
ground controls. Freshly inoculated samples will be used to characterize the early portions of the
growth while higher density cultures will be used to characterize the later portions of the growth.
MMARS1 is a collaborative project between the International Space University, the University of
Strasbourg, and two Space Companies Airbus Defense and Space, and Space Tango. Airbus Defense
and Space and Space Tango are providing non-financial resources such as the flight opportunity on
the ISS and flight hardware while financial support is provided by the Euro metropole of Strasbourg.
The project will be flown to International Space Station on Space X CRS 10 mission currently
scheduled on November 11, 2016. The roles and responsibility of each partner is described in section
1.5 in detail.

1.4 Mission Objectives
The objectives of this project from a thesis standpoint are classified into two categories, the project
objectives and the educational objectives. The project objectives are those which pertain to the
experiment whereas the educational objectives are more personal in nature and will determine the
skillset developed. Project objectives have been developed by the team as the project has
progressed.
1.4.1 Project Objectives
The Project Objectives are listed below:
 To aid in design and development the space flight hardware to characterize the growth curve
for methanogens to see the effect of space conditions.
 To provide engineering support to the science team at the University of Strasbourg.
 To support Airbus Defense and Space in hardware design, integration and testing.
 To design, develop and test the software for the project.
 To propose additional experiments based on the requirements laid out by the science team,
including the requirements that could not be fulfilled as part of MMARS1 due to time and
monetary constraints.
1.4.2 Educational Objectives
The Educational Objectives are listed below:
 To learn and enhance the technical competence in design, development and integration of
electronics and mechanical flight hardware.
2




To practice project management skills by working in collaboration with an interdisciplinary
team comprised of individuals from the participating various international partners.
To learn and understand the product development life cycle.

1.5 Project Partners/ Sponsors
The project is designed by International Space University in collaboration with the University of
Strasbourg, France who will be involved in executing the science behind the experiment. Airbus
Defense and Space, Friedrichshafen, Germany serves as the industrial partner responsible for the
manufacturing, integration and testing of Space Flight Hardware in addition to providing consultation
and support in hardware design process. The experiment will be installed in Space Tango facility
aboard the ISS, Space tango is providing interface for power and live data transmission.
1.5.1 Airbus Defense and Space
Airbus Space and Defense is prime industrial partner for the project and is has provided flight proven
hardware (Flight heritage: Simbox, My bioracks) for the experiment, in addition to providing
technical expertise to ISU and science team. The roles and responsibilities of Airbus DS are listed
below:
 Mission planning
 Mission requirements definition
 Safety by providing product assurance
 Providing interface with SpaceTango
 Hardware interface verification
 Support for mission requirements definition
 Support for hardware design and development
 Hardware manufacturing, assembly, integration and testing
 Support for mission execution
1.5.2 International Space University
ISU is responsible for developing software, aiding in the sensor, and electronic systems design,
contributing microgravity expertise and interfacing with Airbus DS for hardware development. The
roles and responsibilities of ISU are listed below:
 Hardware design and development
 Mission requirements definition (support)
 Support for hardware manufacturing, assembly, integration and testing
 Mission execution
 Development and testing of software
 Software Requirement Specification
 Software Design Specification
1.5.3 University of Strasbourg
University of Strasbourg is contributing microbiology expertise, samples preparation and post-flight
analysis. The roles and responsibilities are summarized below.
 Definition of science objectives with ISU
 Mission requirements definition (support)
 Science testing
 Post-mission analysis
3

1.5.4 Space Tango
Space Tango designs and builds integrated systems that facilitate microgravity research and
manufacturing. Space Tango manages the complexities of traveling to and operating in microgravity.
TangoLab-1 is a reconfigurable experiment ecosystem designed for microgravity research aboard the
International Space Station (ISS). It provides a unique feature set, including environmental telemetry,
power consumption, and real-time data and commanding capabilities using an end-to-end, cloudbased customer portal. The platform is operated under the Space Tango Space Act Agreement with
NASA as part of NASA‘s National Laboratory on the International Space Station.
1.5.5 Euro Metropole of Strasbourg
A remarkable poster showing the cathedral of Strasbourg and representing the second tower as a
rocket taking off was designed for the launch of ISU’s Space Studies program in 1989. The poster is
represented in figure 1.

Figure 1 Poster designed for first space studies program (Image Credits: ISU)

Twenty seven years later, Strasbourg sees the realization of this premonition with MMARS1 project.
Once again, Euro metropole of Strasbourg, bold and experimental, breaks new ground by partnering
enthusiastically to this challenge scientific, industrial, and human co- supported by the ISU and the
University of Strasbourg. Euro metropole Strasbourg is the official sponsor for the project.
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2. MMARS 1 Project Overview
Mankind has always been obsessed with finding the answers to one fundamental question, “are we
alone in the universe?” Planet Mars in particular has been a key point of interest for space agencies
to find life for decades because feature like the existence of water ice just below the surface. It is
evident from the data collected over the years that Mars’s geological evolution and climate cycles
were comparable to that of Earth and most importantly the ancient Mars had some conditions
suitable for life (NASA, 2015). This section details the motivation of the project, its conception, and
the science behind the project. It includes the description of experiment samples and mission life
time. The section also details the requirements laid out by all the partners involved in the project and
description of the hardware used.

2.1 Background
The strongest evidence for life of Mars was produced by NASA’s Viking missions and ALH84001, a
Martian Meteorite. The conditions on the surface of Mars are extreme when compared to conditions
on Earth. Mars is cold, -60ᵒ C, the surface receives lethal radiation, the atmosphere is very thin, and
dry, and the regolith contains perchlorate oxidants (Hecht & al., 2009). The presence of methane
sources on Mars were speculated, but Mars express orbiter was the first mission to confirm the
hypothesis by confirming methane presence inmixing ratio volume of 10±5 ppbv and suggesting the
source to be past or present biogenic or no biogenic source (Formisano et al., 2004). According to
some scientists the inhospitable environment of Mars can still support life in the form of
methanogens, one of the oldest and simplest microbes of archaea kingdom found on Earth (Smith,
2014). These microbes don’t require photosynthesis, grow in diverse environments, and don’t need
oxygen (Morozova et al., 2007) Radiation however on Mars is a primary concern to the existence of
life on Mars. Table 1 summarizes the radiation environment of Mars, based on the measurements
made by Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) on Mars Science Laboratory (Hassler et al., 2014).
Table 1 Effects of radiation particles on Mars (Hassler et al., 2014)

Depth below
surface
0 cm
-10 cm

Effective shielding
mass (g/cm2)
0
28

GCR dose rate
(mGy/yr)
76
96

GCR dose equiv.
rate (mSv/yr)
232
295

-1 m
-2 m

280
560

36.4
8.7

81
15

-3 m

840

1.8

2.9

Tenfold spike in methane is observed by NASA curiosity rover while examining a rock powder sample
collected during a robotic drill. The result indicated towards relatively localized source of methane on
the red planet (NASA, 2014). Figure 1, represents the possible source that add methane to the
Martian atmosphere and potential sinks that remove methane from atmosphere. Methane
disassociates in presence of ultraviolet rays, and has chemical lifetime of around 300-600 years,
which indicate that methane observed in Martian atmosphere cannot be from the early days of
planet (ESA, 2016). Biological origins of methane on Mars is one possibility,

5

Figure 2 Possible methane sources and sinks (image credit: NASA)

To study these microbes in space conditions, MMARS 1 experiment was proposed by James
Bevington, an MSS 15 student as his individual project at International Space University (ISU),
Strasbourg France. The International Space station is the only microgravity laboratory where long
term experiments like MMARS 1 can be performed (NASA, 2015). In addition, the radiation levels in
ISS are comparable to those in the subsurface of Mars. Depending on the location at ISS and amount
radiation shielding, ISS gets annual radiation dose from 44 to 105 milliGy (NASA, 2016). This
experiment will study these microorganisms in space environment to simulate the Martian
conditions to verify the survivability and growth of these elements in space and study the growth
curve for these microorganisms that represents the quantities such as population size, biomass
produced etc.
In his project, Mr. Bevington conducted a comprehensive literature review, studying various
experiments done on these organisms; he explained the survivability of Methanogens in various
conditions like salinity, temperature, pressure, desiccation and soil type. The paper also identified
the open questions regarding these organisms and their survivability on Mars. His report proposed
an experiment in 1 U platform to be mounted on Nanoracks aboard ISS and verify the objectives for
the project. The methanogen used in the study is Methanosarcina barkeri which is capable in
growing on hydrogen, acetate and methanol based feedstock. Scientists have hypothesized the
presence of acetate on Martian surface and hence make it an ideal candidate for the study. In
addition, many engineering challenges can be overcome if acetate feedstock is used over hydrogen
(Bevington, 2015).
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2.2 Purpose of the Experiment
The aim for this project is to design, development and integration of a MMARS1 for the International
Space Station to the growth of the methane producing microbes in the space environment for nonEarth applications and in conditions similar to Mars. These include microgravity, particle radiation
and acetate feedstock. ISS provides an excellent platform for this research because particle radiation
dose inside of ISS is similar to the sub-surface of Mars, effects of microgravity can be studied with
ideal environmental conditions and the time frame of the experiment is similar to the time our model
methanogen needs to complete its growth.
2.2.1 Scientific Objectives
The scientific objectives for the experiment are listed below:




To demonstrate the use or pressure measurements to estimate metabolic activity of M.
barkeri and the overall experimental approach,
To investigate decoupling of metabolic activity from biomass production,
To study the growth of M. Barkeri in liquid medium, including time of lag phase and growth
rate under conditions of space flight.

2.3 Experiment Samples, Medium, Nutrients and Atmosphere
The experiment will study the growth of methanogens in liquid medium using acetate solution as
feedstock. The decision to use liquid media is based on the fact that the effects of microgravity are
not usually observed on solid media (Benoit and Klaus, 2007; Horneck et al., 2010). Methanogens
grow slowly at room temperature and when using acetate so it takes several weeks to complete an
experiment. This development time was another reason why using solid media was dropped. The
final sample, medium and substrate information is illustrated in table below.
Table 2 Experiment samples, medium and substrate

Item
Organism

Description
Methanosarcina barkeri (a methanogen), aka DSM 800 (BSL 1).
Two growth stages will be studied in order to understand the complete growth
curve:
1. Fresh culture
2. High density culture

Medium
Substrate
Atmosphere

DSMZ culture collection, medium 120a
12 mM acetate (exact concentration to be confirmed)
Carbon Dioxide (CO2): 20%, Nitrogen (N2): 80%, Oxygen (O2): <5ppm

The figure below shows the concept (as an example) to plan the experiment samples and controls, in
twelve 6ml growth chambers for the experiment. The experiment control is necessary for the
experiment to filter out any wrong results introduced due to external conditions such as temperature
etc.
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Control 3: Dead
Cells with medium
and Acetate
Fresh culture

Condition1:
Fresh culture

Control 2: Culture
and medium
without Acetate

Condition 2:
High Density
culture

Condition 1:
Fresh culture

Control 4:
Medium with
defined [CH4]

Control 1:
Medium only

Condition 2:
High Density
culture

Condition 1:
Fresh Culture

Control 4:
Medium with defined
[CH4]

Control 4:
Medium with defined
[CH4]

High Density culture

Experiment Container 2

Experiment Container 3

Experiment Container 1

Condition 2:

Figure 3 Experiment container map of experiment samples and controls (Concept Only)

2.4 Experiment Timeline
The experiment will be performed for as long as it is installed in the Space Tango facility, during the
docking of SpaceX10. The docked phase is foreseen to be 30 days at constant (22°C) temperature,
therefore the experiment requests as long as possible in the facility, given the constraints of
unpacking and packing (target: 30 days). As long as the Space Tango cube is powered inside the
Space Tango facility, growth in the samples will be monitored by an increase in pressure. Before and
after the experiment (upload, pre-experiment, post-experiment and download), the Space Tango
cube will be stowed in temperature controlled conditions at 4°C. The experiment time line including
pre and post temperature and power requirements is mentioned in figure below:

Figure 4 Experiment timeline, including temperature and power
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Figure 5, provides with an overview of the mission, it summarizes the activities undertaken before
the launch, on orbit operations and post landing activities.

Pre-Launch
Activities

On-Orbit
Operations

• Preparation of
flight hardware
at Airbus DS
• Insertion of
samples and
harware closure
at Unistra's lab in
France
• Shipment of
flight hardware
to KSC; shipment
at 4°C
• L-48hour
handover for
SpX10 (insertion
into 4°C)
•Upload at 4°C

• Pre-experiment
stowage of Space
Tango cube at
4°C
•3-week run in
Space Tango in
ambient
conditions
• Post-experiment
stowage of Space
Tango cube at
4°C
• Download of
Space Tango
cube at 4°C

Post-Landing
Activites
• NASA C/S Team
to transfer Space
Tango cube to
JSC at 4°C
following
splashdown
• Shipment of
Space Tango
cube from JSC to
PI's lab in
Strasbourg for
sample
processing

Figure 5 Mission overview for MMARS1 experiment

2.5 Hardware Overview
To save time and money it was decided to use existing flight proven hardware developed by Airbus
DS. The existing hardware is adapted to meet the scientific requirements. Various adaptations were
proposed to the hardware to include the capabilities of fixation, optical density measurements etc.,
to increase the scientific return. The evolution of design is included in section 3.1. This section
contains the information about the hardware provided by Airbus DS and Space tango for the
experiment. It will also introduce terminology used for experiment hardware, throughout the
document.
2.5.1 Airbus DS Experiment Hardware
The hardware for this experiment is based on the flight-certified "Space Petri Dishes" hardware,
shown in the image below. Experiment will include three of these Space Petri Dish units will be
integrated into the Space Tango cube though experiment container shown in image below, with a
harness for power and data (represented in green).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6 (a) Space petri dish hardware (b) Experiment Container (Image Credit: Airbus DS)

The experiment hardware provides four 6ml growth chambers that are sealed compartments, or a
level of containment. It is composed of a biocompatible PEEK housing with transparent window and
sealing, as well as aluminum support structure. The samples, with their substrate and medium, or a
control, will be inserted into each of these growth chambers. On the underside of this hardware is an
open volume for the sensors (4 pressure sensors, 1 temperature sensors). The pressure sensors
interface with their respective growth chamber via the internal PEEK wall. The final configuration is
detailed in section 3.3.
2.5.2 Space Tango Facility and Cube
The Space Tango cube interfaces with the Space Tango facilities on the ISS to provide its experiments
with a mechanical, data and power interface, as well as complete end-to-end flight services including
upload, download, crew time, mission planning and safety certification. Each cube provides its
experiment with an IU volume (10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm), or multiples of this size. An illustration of a
1U Space Tango cube is shown in the following figure.

Figure 7 Space Tango cube to hold experiment containers (Image Credit: Airbus DS)
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Airbus DS has developed a dedicated interface to accommodate its experiment hardware into the
Space Tango cube, both mechanically and electrically. The data from the sensors will be transmitted
through Space Tango online portal.

2.6 Experiment Requirements
The requirements related to experiment is summarized in table below. The table has been taken
form the recent version of the mission overview document. The hardware and software for the
project are designed to ensure that these requirements are met.
ITEM

Minimum
Requirements/
Specification

General Information
1
Microorganism

2

21 days (3
weeks)

5
6

G-level
Data Downlink

0g

7

Sample return

4

Maximum
Requirements/Spe
cification

Methanosarcina
barkeri

Experiment duration
(in Space Tango,
powered)
Experiment
start/experiment
activation
Experiment
stop/sample
deactivation

3

Optimal
Requirements/
Specification

Conditions studied: 1)
fresh culture, 2) high cell
density 3) control with
dead cells

4 weeks active
phase
To: samples
reach ambient
temperature
N/A

0g
Yes

Insertion into Space Tango
facility (removal from C/S)
Experiment ends when
hardware inserted into
post-experiment
temperature controlled
stowage (4°C)
0g
Data downlink for
pressure and temperature
measurements to be
saved on local SD card and
downloaded via Space
Tango portal
The samples will be
studied after their return
to Earth; all hardware
must return

Yes

Accommodation of Scientific Samples
8
Number of
9
compartments

12

12

9

Sample volume

2 ml

TBD

10

Orientation

N/A

11

Media Types

1 type

12

Substrate

Acetate

11

TBD

Requirement Description

The minimum number of
growth chambers is 9;
triplicate of the 2 sample
types, plus three controls
6ml available in growth
chamber
No orientation
requirement
As specified in Section 2.3
Note: acetate is a carbon
and energy source for M.
barkeri; this experiment

does not use hydrogen as
a source of energy.
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Volume or surface
area of medium to
sample ratio

14

Sterilisation

15
16

Biofoil
Bubble formation

17

Support structure,
surface or matrix
Foam, paper or grid

18

Atmosphere
19 Gas composition

20

Gas exchange

21

Internal pressure
(growth chambers)

2ml of samples
foreseen in 6 ml
volume, with
the rest as gas
head space
Yes
NO
No control
necessary
N/A

Temperature

26

Radiation

No support structure
needed.
No extra material for
imaging or growth is
needed.

N/A

TBD

O2: <5ppm
CO2: 20%
N2: 80%

TBD

N/A

~0.9 bar

Observation and Illumination
22 Illumination
23 Observation
Dedicated measurements
24 Pressure

25

Method depends on
material to be sterilized.

1 temperature
sensor per
Space Tango
container; range
-10 to +50°C

1.0 baratm at
the beginning of
experiment

1.15 bar

ISU responsible for
atmospheric
flushing/sample
integration procedure
Each growth chamber will
be a sealed compartment;
no gas exchange desired.
Maximal rise in pressure
of ~15% expected

N/A
N/A

No illumination required
No observation required

4 pressure
sensors per
experiment
container (1 per
growth
chamber);
range 0.5 to 3.5
bar
1 temperature
sensor per
experiment
container; range
-10 to +50°C

Dedicated experiment
hardware; not provided by
Space Tango

4 temperature
sensors per
experiment
container (1 per
growth chamber);
range -10 to +50°C

Columbusbased radiation
measurements

Dedicated experiment
hardware; not provided by
Space Tango

Provided by Dosis team,
time corresponding to
experiment time on ISS

Temperature and Humidity
27 Launch temperature
2°C

4°C

6°C

Lab experiment in
planning.

28

4°C

6°C

Lab experiment in
planning.
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Pre-experiment
stowage

2°C

Temperature
29 Experiment
Temperature
30 Post-experiment
Stowage
31 Return
32 Humidity
Levels of Containment
33 Levels of
Containment

22°C

22°C

27°C

2°C

4°C

6°C

2°C
N/A

4°C
N/A

6°C
N/A

1

2

3

Ground-related constraints
34 Sample preparation
time constraints
before launch
35

Early Handover
(L-24 h)

36

Early retrieval (R+56
h)

37

Sample retrieval time
after launch (in PI's
lab)

38

Ground Reference
Run

No firm time
constraints, as
close to launch
as possible
Yes

Yes

As early as
possible

7 days

Yes

10 days

Ambient conditions in
Space Tango

3 LOC provided by
experiment HW; no LOC
provided by Space Tango
Preparation and insertion
of the samples will be
performed at the PI's lab in
Europe
Ready-for-flight hardware
will be shipped from
Europe to KSC with World
Courier under the
responsibility of ISU. Space
Tango will perform the
handover to NASA.
Hardware to be under
control of JSC Cold
Stowage Team for
transport to JSC for
shipping
Foreseen to arrange
shipment with World
Courier via JSC Cold
Stowage Team
A post flight ground
reference run is an
additional service that can
be provided to ISU. The
pre-flight end-to-end
science test can serve as a
ground reference run.

Subsequent sections in the repost will discuss the compliance of the requirements, decisions made
though out the project, and concepts developed for the MMARS 2 project. The following section will
also describe in details the hardware configuration, and the software implementation.
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3. Design Overview
This project follows a non-conventional design approach from conception till deployment on the
International Space Station. The approach undertaken made the process dynamic with fewer
milestones, reviews and paper work compared to a regular microgravity research project of similar
nature. This section contains the design process undertaken in the project, major decision made and
the final design overview.

3.1 Project Evolution
Every project has some tough decisions on various points throughout the project timeline to meet
the project scientific, financial and timing requirements. This section entails such decisions made for
MMARS1 project from February 2016 to August 2016 that shaped the project for maximum scientific
return in designated time frame. The section will demonstrate the evolution of the project,
discussing the engineering and scientific challenges faced and the solutions to those challenges.
3.1.1 Usage of Fixation
Fixation is a crucial step in microbiology to study the expression profile using mRNA transcripts. The
first step in fixation is the cessation of living activity within the cell and then stabilization of the
structural staining, by adding a fixative solution to the culture. This process essentially kills the cells
while preserving the microbes. (Oklahoma University, 2015) The cell culture in treated with a reagent
(also known as fixative) which penetrates into cells and forms covalent cross-links between adjacent
amine-containing groups; and preserve the proteins and nucleic acids. (Rogers, 1999) Aldehyde
fixatives are commonly used in the process. Figure 8 represents the cross links between the proteins.
This information is critical in determining the cellular activity at the time of fixation; thereby
maintaining the adaption and behavior of microbes in space conditions.

Figure 8 Formation of crosslinks (represented in orange) between the proteins after aldehyde fixating (National
Diagnostics, 2016)

The experiment insert of type V was considered for this functionality. The hardware consisted of two
culture chambers, a fixative tank, pump, canal system and tubing system that connect all these
components. The fixative from the fixative tank is forced in both chambers the control by a pump
and the waste/ air etc. from the chambers is pushed inside the fixative tank. Both the control
chambers are connected through a canal system, meaning the fixative is introduced in one chamber
and then it goes to second chamber though these canals. (Airbus Defence and Space, 2015). In this
experiment, the current hardware implementation would induce cross contamination between the
chambers and thus lead to incorrect results.
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To limit the contamination, the canals connecting both the chambers should be blocked and both the
chambers have separate entry and exit ports for fixative to get in and the waste to escape. This
implementation would require the addition of four check valves to direct the flow of fixative and
waste. The first base line of the conceptual design is represented in figure 9.

Check Valve 4

Culture
Chamber 1

Check Valve 3

Culture
Chamber 2
Fixative Tank

Check Valve 2

Check Valve 1

Pump
Figure 9 Proposed modification in experiment insert V hardware for fixation functionality for the experiment

As seen in figure 9, this approach required significant modifications in current hardware architecture
and addition of new components to a very compact design. Given the time and monetary constraints
of MMARS1 this functionality could not be implemented for this experiment. The points for the nonfeasibility of fixation studies for this project are summarized in the list below:
 The adaptation of the hardware to the proposed concept is optimistic as development,
testing, verification and safety certifications are time consuming.
 The design is complicated and the addition of parts could result in failures on-orbit leading to
a failed experiment.
 Addition of the extra components in a compact design poses significant challenge.
3.1.2 Optical Density Measurement
Measuring the growth of the bacteria over the course of time (growth curve) is one of the important
studies in molecular biology. The results of these measurements help quantify and compare growth
in different environments. The growth and metabolic activity can be estimated by measuring the
optical density (OD) of the culture (Lamda laboratory Instruments, 2016). The principle of OD is first
described by Bouguer and Lambert as loss of light when passing through a medium. The relation
between medium’s concentration and loss of radiation is represented by Beer’s law, which states
that the density of a point a medium is log ratio of intensity of incident light and intensity of
transmitted light through it (Vivino, 2011). It can be represented by equation below:
𝐼𝑜
𝑂𝐷 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔10 ( )
𝐼
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As observed in equation above, an increase in the ratio of incident vs transmitted light, leads to an
increase in the optical density of the medium. This indicates that higher the cell concentration in the
medium will result in higher optical density which can be measured using a light sensor as an
indication of the cell density. The intensity of light scattering/absorption is dependent on the
wavelength of the light source (Widdel, 2010).
The wavelength used to take OD measurements in ground studies for the project is 600 nm; because
the wavelength is absorbed by cells and provides a good resolution. To take the OD measurements
onboard the experiment addition of the following components in Airbus’s existing hardware is
required:
 White LED: to generate light onboard the experiment container.
 600nm Filter: to filter out other wavelengths except for desired 600nm light.
 Light Detector: to convert the photonic energy to electrical signals.
 Amplifier: to amplify the received signal and transmit it to the onboard flight electronics.
 Flight Electronics: Microcontroller/processor unit to send the illumination signals and
receive/process the received signals from light detector.
The developed concept is represented in the figure below. It represents the top view of growth
camber containing solid media. Figure 10 (b) also represents the OD measurement take bacteria in
solid medium. It represents the timeline of growth of bacteria, red color represents more bacterial
growth (high OD) and blue represents least bacterial growth(Low OD , closer to zero).
Amplifier

White LED
600 nm light filter
Solid Medium + Cells
Light Detector/Camera Unit

Flight Electronics

(a)

(b)

Figure 10(a) Concept to update the existing Airbus hardware to take OD measurements. (b) Growth of bacteria in solid
medium observed over period of time using microtiter plate readers. (Neches, 2013)

The engineering challenges associated with the quantifying cells using the OD measurements are as
listed below:
 If small air bubbles are present in the culture; they are recorded as living cells.
 Dead cells and debris are also counted in the cell population.
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The ODR measurements for liquid media poses a significant challenge in space environment
as gravity is absent to hold the liquid at same place, so the reading might not be same at all
time points
The design is complicated and was rendered optimistic to develop in the limited time frame
available.

The idea to take OD measurements over the mission lifetime was dropped because of
aforementioned reasons. The quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) readings will be taken
before and after the flight in biology lab at University of Strasbourg. These readings will quantify the
copies of a marker gene which will indicate the number of cells present in the sample. The complete
growth profile will not be obtained using this method only start and end point will be observed.
The concept to use an imaging system with camera was also discussed in the preliminary phases of
the experiment design. The engineering concept was same as OD measurement but have more sizing
requirements to hold the electronics. The concept fell through because of the complexity, limited
space available for electronics, and expected hardware development time.
3.1.3 Methane/Co2 Measurements
Methanogens produce methane and carbon dioxide as a consequence metabolic activity, as it feeds
on the medium. To measure the growth rate of the bacteria in space conditions integration of
methane/carbon dioxide sensors were also considered. The conceptual design is shown in figure 11.
The concept is simple but it requires addition of the bio foil in case of liquid medium. The bio foil is
permeable for gases but not for liquids, this protects the sensor from potential damage.

Flight Electronics

Flight Electronics
Methane/ CO2 Sensors
Bio foil
Solid Medium + Cells
Liquid Medium + Cells

(a)

(b)
Figure 11 Proposed concept methane sensor integration

A list of potential methane sensors is enclosed in Appendix 1. The concept was deemed unfeasible
because of the following reasons.
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It was estimated that the Methane will be produced between 150000-20000 ppm. The
sensors with desired range were not available in market at the time.
The size of the sensors was too big to fit in the compact space available.
The electronics required to take and process methane measurements was complex.



The risk involved with fire hazard because the available sensors could explode in case of
exposure. It should be noted that the atmosphere inside the experiment chamber is
anaerobic.

The carbon dioxide sensors were also not included in the experiment because the desired range was
not available in the market and the size was too big to fit in the container.
3.1.4 Hardware Configurations
The experiment containers holding the sensors and the bacteria culture will be put inside the Space
Tango 1U cube. To maximize the scientific return there were consideration given to the number of
experiment containers flying to the ISS. Appendix 2, summaries various configurations considered for
the experiment. The minimum number of experiment samples required to meet the science
objectives is nine as determined by the science team. Figure 12 represents the final configuration for
the experiment. The configuration will have three experiment containers each containing four
experiment cultures. The configuration was chosen because the active (big) containers available with
Airbus have the Space to hold the sensors; space was already very limited with the small (passive)
container.
Top
Top View
View

Side View

Front View

Figure 12 Various configurations considered for the experiment.

The “Petri dishes: 8 chambers” hardware is modified to have four experiment chamber and other
four chamber were removed to hold the sensors and dedicated electronics. The modified experiment
chamber is described in figure below:

(a)

(b)

Figure 13 (a) Space petri dish hardware (b) CAD model of modified Space Petri Dish hardware (Image Credit: Airbus DS)
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As observed in the figure 13, the modified hardware has provisions to put Sensors/electronics. The
bottom of the Hardware has four openings, one for each experiment chamber to connect it to
required sensors. There was possibility to arrange change this configuration further as required to
house the sensors. In case additional volume is required to put the culture, provisions were made to
increase the sample volume, if the electronics required was small in size.
3.1.5 Pressure Measurement over Methane Measurement
Growth of methanogens can be determined in several ways including biomass estimates and
metabolic estimates. After the option of optical density and direct measurement of methane or
carbon dioxide were ruled out, a different approach was needed. The measurement of pressure
inside the experiment container was conceived as an approach to overcome the problems associated
with other methods. The principle is that the methanogens are converting molecules dissolved in
water as a feed stock which has no effect on the pressure in the growth chamber to CH4 and CO2,
gases, which should result in increased pressure. This relationship is expected to follow the ideal gas
law described in equation below.
𝑃=

𝑛𝑅𝑇
𝑉

where 𝑃 is the increase in pressure, 𝑛 is the number of moles produced, 𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑇 is
the absolute temperature, and 𝑉 is the volume of the gas phase in the growth chamber. One major
advantage to this approach is that the pressure in the chamber will increase even if the gas bubbles
remain trapped in the liquid medium. James Bevington conducted experiments in University of
Strasbourg’s biology lab to relate the increase in pressure to methane production.
The experiment setup consisted of six replicate 5ml cultures in Hungate tubes over a period of about
two weeks. Three cultures were freshly inoculated (20:80 inoculum:medium) at the beginning, while
3 consisted of high density culture. A blank consisting of medium only was also included. The
medium used was DSMZ-334 medium with 60 mM acetate. At time=0 and various later times, the
gas phase was measured via GC-FID and a pressure measurement was taken. The pressure
measurements were taken with the relative pressure sensors; provisions were made to make sure
that measurements are comparable across time. Figure 14 represents the pressure correction curve
used for the correct measurement of losses due to system tubing. Filter and needle.
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Loss Durring Measurement (kPa)
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R² = 0,9256
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Figure 14 Pressure correction curve which can be used to correct measurements.

To measure methane concentration, gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) is
used. Using these observations a peak is obtained in samples that expect to produce methane. It was
determined that this peak represents methane; as it appears on similar location to chloromethane
and has a very similar shape. Measurements were taken on four days for a total of twenty four
samples. The blank maintained a relatively constant pressure over time and contained no signal via
GC-FID and resembled N2. All other tubes increased in both pressure and signal commensurate with
the initial concentration of microbes. Pressure measurements were corrected for cumulative losses
to the measurement system from repeated measurements. The maximum pressure of 173 kPa,
approximately 72 kPa above atmospheric pressure, demonstrate that M. barkeri can produce
substantial quantities of gas. A scatter plot and trend line demonstrates the trend between GC-FID
signal which is believed to represent CH4 and pressure.
3,5E+06

GC-FID signal (uV/min)

3,0E+06
2,5E+06
2,0E+06

y = 34029x - 4E+06
R² = 0,8511

1,5E+06
1,0E+06
5,0E+05
0,0E+00
-5,0E+05

0

50

100

150

200

Pressure (kPa)

Figure 15 Scatter plot of corrected absolute pressure versus GC-FID signal which is believed to represent CH4.
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As observed in Figure 15, the trend is linear as predicted by the ideal gas law and demonstrates a
positive relationship. The linear nature of the relationship and relatively narrow dispersion of the
results around the regression line (RMSE=3.47x105) should provide an adequate avenue to estimate
metabolic activity from pressure measurements in the growth chamber.
3.1.6 Pressure Sensor
After the relation between the methane production and increase in pressure was successfully
established in the lab, the next step is to find a suitable pressure sensor for the experiment. The
requirement provided by the science team is to have a sensor that can measure pressure up to 3
atm. The liquid to gas ratio in the experiment chamber was 1/2. The 2mL of acetate solution was
proposed at first that resulted in theoretical maximum of 3 atm, assuming that all the acetate is
converted to methane and carbon dioxide.
Both analog and digital pressure sensors were considered to carry out this task. The digital pressure
sensors are summarized in table 3 and the list of analog pressure sensor considered is listed in
Appendix 10. The idea of using analog pressure sensors was dropped considering the fact that
additional electronics such as ADC are required to convert received signal to the digital values.
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Table 3 Summary of digital pressure sensors considered for experiment

S
no.

Sensor

Part
Number

Sensor
Type

Reading
Type

Min.
P
(psi)

Max.
P
(psi)

Accuracy

Over
Pressure

Response
Time

V

I

T
(°C)

Dimensions
(mm3)

Analog/
Digital

1.

HSCMRN
D030PA2
A3

SMD

Abs

0

30

0.25 %

60 psi

0.46 ms

3.3

3.9

-20 to
85

10x6.77x13.3

I2C,
Address
0 x 28

2.

HSCMAN
D150PA4
A3

SMD

Abs

0

150

0.25%

250 psi

0.46 ms

3.3

3.9

0 -50 C

10x13.75x13.3

I2C,
Address
0x48

3.

HSCMLNN
100PASA3

SMD

Abs

0

100

0.25%

250 psi

0.46 ms

3.3

3.9

- 20 to
85

10x13.75x13.3

SPI

DIP

Abs

-15

150

0.25%

225

2 ms

< 10

<3

- 30 - 100

13.2x11.8x8.
4

SPI

SIP

Abs

0

150

0.25%

300

2ms

5

<5

- 40 to +
100

15.24x17.78x
10.16

I2C

Honeywell

CF Sensor
4.
XGZP
DIP6
Pressure Sensor Limited
5.

PSC40

All the sensors listed above need additional electronics like a microprocessor board and a SD card
to store the pressure/temperature reading onboard the international Space Station. From
previous discussions with Airbus, it was assumed that the microcontroller board will be provided
by Airbus, the pressure sensors present inside the container can be connect through the plug
present on the experiment containers lid.
Based on the meeting with Airbus dated 11/03/2016, the design to integrate the pressure
sensors in hardware configuration presented in section x was discussed. It was concluded that
four barbed elbows will be attached to the four space petri dishes and those barbed elbows will
be connected to the sensors through tubes. To protect the sensors from the liquid medium bio
foil would be used; the usage of bio foil was later changed to a Gore-Tex membrane. It should be
noted that at this point the launch of CRS 10 was moved from November to August; a lot of other
crucial discussions were to be made from every partners’ end. It should also be noted that this
design concept was not officially proposed using CAD drawings until the first week of May; it was
assumed that all the partners have common understanding of the concept and have agreed to it.
The aforementioned list of pressure sensors was proposed to Airbus. The PCB to be used for the
sensors as not designed due short development time and non-availability of interface
specifications necessary to connect to the Space Tango interface. This means Airbus DS could not
provide electronics for the sensor and no power. Since ISU was responsible for hardware design
the following information was requested by Airbus DS:
 Electronics required for the sensors; which is volume critical.
 A small Gore-Tex membrane to protect pressure sensors from liquid or a water resistant
pressure sensor.
 A battery that can last up to 5-6 weeks of flight duration and solve the power issue
entirely
 A SD card module to store the pressure and temperature data.
 Sampling rate of pressure and temperature readings, ensuring the sampling rate and the
storage volume are compatible.
In short, it was proposed that the experiment container act as small standalone units with sensors,
data storage system and batteries integrated inside it. ISU agreed to all above and efforts were made
to see the feasibility of all the conditions put forth. The next section discusses the studies done and
decisions made beyond this point.
3.1.7 Electronics
The requirements laid out in the section above were challenging to achieve considering the limited
space available to house sensors and electronics associated with it. This section illustrates the
important decisions and negotiations made in regards to the requirement and feasibility of a solution
meeting all the requirements.
3.1.7.1 Estimation of Orifice Diameter:
As mentioned earlier, a Bio foil/Gore-Tex membrane is to be used to protect the sensor. This solution
offers good protection but there is one issue with it. When a liquid droplet rests over the orifice as
illustrated in figure x, the sensor might give wrong results. To overcome this issue minimum diameter
is to be determined where a sensor does not give wrong result. In other words, below this diameter

the sensors might give wrong results. The change in pressure shall be calculated using the YoungLaplace equation:
1
1
𝛥𝑝 = 𝛾( + )
𝑅𝑥 𝑅𝑦
Where 𝛥𝑝the pressure difference, γ is is the surface tension and Rx and Ry are the radii of curvature
in each of the axes parallel to the surface.

Liquid droplet
Gore-Tex membrane
Experiment chamber
base

To Pressure Sensor

Figure 16 Representation of a liquid droplet over orifice

Using the equation above, it is determined that if the orifice diameter is 1 mm, the pressure
difference is 0.0014 atm, which is lower than the pressure sensor can detect. It was maintained that
the orifice diameter shall not be less than 1 mm.
3.1.7.2 Data Logger
To meet the requirements in section 3.1.6, usage of data logger by MSR Electronics GmbH was
proposed. This data logger was space certified and has been flown to ISS four consecutive times with
unmanned cargo spacecraft “Cygnus” to take transport measurements (MSR, 2015). The data loggers
can record up to 2 million pressure and temperature values. The number of measurements taken can
be further increased by addition of a micro SD card. The logger was also user friendly and can be
connected to a computer directly for data analysis. Additional four analog pressure sensors could be
connected to the data logger. Figure 17, represents the MSR data logger, pressure temperature
sensor used and the casing for the pressure sensor.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 17 (a) MSR data logger unit (b) MS5535C pressure sensors (c) Casing used for the pressure sensors (Image Credits:
MSR)

The data logger seemed promising but there were few concerns in regard to the dimensions of the
data logger and the cost of the logger. The casing of the Data logger and the pressure sensor made it
hard to fit in the tiny space available. There were provisions to remove the protective casing of the
logger but in that case warranty against electromagnetic induction will be revoked. The price for data
logger and four pressure/temperature sensor integrated was €1339, which was high considering the
fact we have limited budget available with entire experiment. While the discussion for the usage of
these data loggers for MMARS1 experiment was underway, three approaches to fulfill the
requirements were underway. The important points considered in regards to each approach are
described below:
1. MSR Data Loggers and Sensors
 The size of sensors and other electronics is big
 The addition of additional SD card was not possible if four output ports were used to mount
the pressure sensors.
 For the whole operational mission lifetime adjustments were to be made such that the
power requirements are minimum, which requires significant reduction in the sampling time.
 Adaptation of sensors in accordance with current baseline could be time consuming.
2. Designing entire electronics
 Design of PCB to mount the sensors, data storage system and entire electronics circuitry
from phase 0.
 This approach gives the team more control over the electronics and software.
 Design time is high
 Requires significant testing and verification.
 Requires significant tradeoff studies to select various components for best scientific return
and reducing the cost of the experiment.
3. MSR data logger and third party analog pressure sensors
 This approach reduces the cost associated with the first approach.
 The Sensors shall have independent power supply, if power is not provided by Airbus-Space
Tango interface designing a power circuit is challenging.
 Design time is significant compared to first approach.



Requires additional timing for testing the designed PCB and other circuits.

All three approaches required proposition of mechanical design to mount all the electronics inside
the experiment container. The first and third approaches were rejected based on the high cost of
MSR data loggers. It was decided to design the entire electronics in-house by using as Arduino,
Raspberry pi or other microcontroller boards to record and process the output of pressure and
temperature sensors, and store it an SD card. Airbus DS agreed to this approach and ensured that
they can provide power to the designed electronics system
3.1.7.3 Microcontroller Board
The first step in designing the system was to finalize a microcontroller board. A variety of options
were looked into and the strengths and weaknesses of each are described below:
Raspberry Pi zero
Raspberry pi is fully functional computer with slots for holding SD card. The dimensions were small
enough to fit inside the experiment container. The usage of raspberry pi is challenging in projects like
MMARS1 where electronics have dedicated role. Significant changes have to make in the operating
system such that each time Raspberry pi is powered on, it runs the dedicated program file for the
project. The pi system should be shut down using a software process like traditional computers and
any power anomalies can trigger abnormal behavior. The system requires a constant +5V power
supply and additional electronics is required to build the electronics and don’t have the leverage of
connecting to the batteries directly. This makes raspberry pi less portable. The Raspberry pi zero was
no available in the market at the time and there was at least 4-6 weeks procurement time.
Arduino Boards
Arduino boards are microcontrollers and are ideal for project like MMARS 1 where electronics have a
dedicated role. Arduino are more portable than Raspberry pi, it can be directly connected to
batteries. Two Arduino Boards were considered for the project: Arduino Mini and Arduino Nano.
Arduino Mini did not have enough memory and was big to fit inside experiment container. Arduino
Nano on the other hand was deemed ideal, as it meets the sizing requirements.
Parallax microcontroller
Parallax microcontroller met the size requirements and the power consumption was less. These
controllers are slower than options mentioned below but to store the data these have to be
integrated with EEPROM to store the onboard data
3.1.7.4 SPI vs I2C Pressure Sensors
As discussed in section 3.1.6, analog pressure sensors were ruled out because of complexity of
electronics required to support the sensors and the availability of digital sensors that measures
pressure in same range. It was finalized that Honeywell HSC or SSC pressure and temperature sensors
will be used for the experiment. The available pressure sensors available come in two different
communication protocols: Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) and SPI (Serial peripheral interface). Both of
the communication protocols have advantages and disadvantages over each other. Figure 18,
represents the circuit diagram for both:
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Figure 18 Representation of SPI and I2C communication protocols

SPI is synchonous serial data communication protocol, used to communicate on short distances. As
shown in figure 18 it need four communication lines namely Serial clock line (SCLK) to syncronise
master and slave, Master Out Slave in (MOSI) to send commands to the Slave, Master In Slave Out
(MISO) line to receive dat from the sensor and Slave Select (SS) line to select a particular sensor. In
case more than one sensor is connected to a single master then each sensor will require separate SS
lines but can share common MISO, MOSI and SCLK. On the other hand I2C bus is a bidirectional serial
bus that provide communication link between different integrated circuits. As shown in figure 18, I2C
just needs two lines, Serial Clock lines (SCL) to synchornise various devices and Serial Data line (SDA)
to send and receive data from master to slave and vice versa. More than one sensor can be
connceted over these two data lines. I2C bus drivers are open drani, meaning that they can pull the
corresponding signal line low but cannot drive it high. As a consequence it requires two pull up
resistors, to make sure no device can assert either of the two lines to low. This practice avoids the
potential damage to the bus drivers and limits the power usage.
After carefully considereing the facts at hand, I2C protocol was preffered at first but then the
approach was deemed not feasible because the honeywell pressure sensors did not provide leverage
of changing the address of various sensors. The address byte is hard wired in the sensor and cannot
be altered using a program. As a consequence SPI communication protocol was chosen. The pressure
sensor procured and tested for the project is HSCDANN1.6BASA5 sensor. It should be noted that I2c
sensors were procured first; the program and PCB was developed and tested for I2C sensors.
3.1.7.5 PCB Development
After the sensors were finalized the next step was to design the PCB to mount the pressure sensors
and connect it with the Arduino and SD card modules. Altium Designer was utilized in designing the
PCB because of recommendations from Dr. Barnaby Osborne. The Altium Designer is easy to use and
have many tutorials available for beginners. The following flowchart (Figure 19) summarizes
approach taken to design the PCB.

Design and create component schematic libaray
of the pressure sensor and voltage regulator.

Define the footprint libary (Size and shape) of
the above components. on the PCB.

Make the ovearall circuit diagram for the with
all the components present.

Design the foot print shape, and size of the
PCB, make the respective connections.
Figure 19 Representation of flow of activities to design a PCB in Altium Designer

The schematic library designed for the project is illustrated in figure 20. It consist of a pressure
sensor, temperature sensor and voltage regulator to provide constant 3.3V voltage. The foot prints
for the all the components were taken from respective data sheets.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20 Schematics and footprint of (a) Pressure sensor (HSCDANN1.6BASA5) (b) Voltage regulator (LD3.3CV) (c)
Temperature sensor (DS18B20)

The small yellow line in figure 20.a represents the pin 1 of the sensor. Unlike other component
libraries, this sensor pad is SMD (Surface mounted) because SMD sensors had less height required to
be mounted inside the secondary containment container. SMD voltage regulators were also
considered but those electronics part required designing of heat pads to dissipate heat, as a
consequence larger voltage regulators were selected. Both the Temperature sensor and the voltage
regulator were used in intermediate designs but never used in the final PCB design. The PCB
designed for the project is shown in section 3.2.1.4.

3.2 Preliminary Hardware Design
This section contains the proposal for a sensor system which was proposed by ISU for MMARS 1
project. The system will measure both pressure and temperature for all growth chambers. This is
accomplished independently in each experiment container through four temperature compensated
pressure sensors, a printed circuit board, Arduino Nano, SD storage module, barbed elbow, and
platinum cured silicone tubing. It needs 5V regulated power supply and ground connection for the
electrical interface available at experiment containers lid. The mechanical interface consists of four
mounting holes placed in some additional material which should be left between the legs on the
short ends of the sample container and a threaded interface to each growth chamber (as seen in
figure 21).

Tubing not shown
1 of 4 pressure sensors

Barbed elbow connected to
chamber via threads

SD storage

Material for mounting

Figure 21 Preliminary design of hardware integration concept

Following subsections provide detailed overview of electronics and mechanical systems for proposed
concept.
3.2.1 Electronics System Overview
The successful scientific return of the experiment is dependent on measurement of pressure in
growth chambers. The increase in pressure in growth chambers is correlated to production in
methane and is representative of the growth of the M. Barkeri. To accomplish this, four pressure
sensors- one for each growth chamber, a microcontroller, and an SD storage device will be
incorporated into the experiment container. A printed circuit board will be used to connect these
units both physically and electrically. One major strength of this design is that it minimizes the
electrical interface between the sensor system and the electrical components in development by
Airbus DS. In fact, only a single power and ground connection is required for each of the three
experimental containers.
3.2.1.1 Pressure Sensor
Temperature compensated pressure sensors produced by Honeywell will make the physical pressure
measurements and convert this signal to a digital output. The model HSCDANN1.6BASA5 (figure 22),
is capable of measuring pressure in the range of 0 to 1.6 bar with 12 bit precision. These sensors are
also capable of measuring temperature in the range of 0 to 50 C with 8-11 bits precision depending

on configuration. The sensors are fully calibrated and are temperature compensated for sensor
offset, sensitivity, temperature effects and non-linearity using an on board application specific
integrated circuit.

Figure 22Honeywell pressure sensor HSCDANN1.6BASA5 (Image Credits: Honeywell)

The digital communication protocol is Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). SPI requires a clock line (CLK),
master in/slave out (MISO) line, and a chip select line (SS) when run in half duplex mode. The data
string format from the sensor is as follows: the first two bytes are compensated pressure output and
third and fourth bytes are for compensated temperature output. It is also represented in figure
below.

Figure 23 Data bytes from the pressure sensor. The first 2 bits of the first byte communicate the status of the sensor. The
remaining bits are for pressure and temperature data.

The first two bits of the first byte are status bits which indicate the operation status of the sensors.
These diagnostic conditions are summarized in table 4.
Table 4 Meaning of the status bits

Status Bits
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

Definition
Normal Operation, Valid data
Device in Command Mode, used to program the sensor
Stale data, Data is already fetched since last measurement cycle.
Diagnostic condition.

The materials contained in the sensor are required by toxicologists at NASA for review. The material
list is summarized in table 5.
Table 5 Materials contained in the pressure sensor

Component
Ports and Cover
Substrate
Adhesives
Electronics components

Material
High temperature polyamide
Alumina ceramic
Epoxy, silicon
Ceramic, silicon, glass, solder

3.2.1.2 SD Storage Module
The SD card module is produced by DFROBOT (figure 24) and uses an SD card for data storage and
communicates via SPI protocol. In order to write data to the card, an additional line, master out/slave
in (MOSI), is required. SD cards are available in several sizes ranging upwards of 32 gigabytes. The
data will be stored in comma separated values (CSV) format with a new file being started each day to
keep file sizes small and reduce data loss if one file is corrupted. The data string format will be as
follows:
$$TimeStamp, Pressure1, Temp1, Pressure2, Temp2, Pressure3, Temp3, Pressure4, Temp4
This string is approximately 60 bytes meaning that a 32 gigabyte SD card would store more than one
data point per second which is significantly more than the minimum requirement. The $$ designates
the beginning of the string and provides a method of sorting data should it become jumbled. The
time stamp value will be seconds from t=0 which marks when power is supplied to the unit. Absolut
time is challenging on an Arduino because it requires constant power from the time it is
disconnected from a computer. This adds complexity and is not required for scientific output.

Figure 24 Image of the SD storage module (Image credit: DFROBOT)

3.2.1.3 Arduino Nano
The Arduino Nano (figure 25) serves as the main processor board for the sensor system and is based
on Atmega328. The module acts as the master in SPI communication protocol with pressure sensor
and SD card module. It reads the pressure and temperature values from the pressure sensors and
writes it in the SD card. The Board also provides power to the pressure sensors and SD card module.

Figure 25 Image of Arduino Nano (Image credits: Arduino)

3.2.1.4 Printed Circuit Board
The PCB provides electrical connections between all of the electrical components and serves as a
means to physically attach the components. The layout of the PCB can be found in figure 26. A
connection on this board, P1, will provide an interface between the Airbus DS electrical system and
the sensor system. This interface consists of one ground pin and one regulated 5V pin. The traces in
the layout correspond to the block diagram described below.

Figure 26 Layout of the PCB. Blue lines are on the back side of the board while read lines are on the front.

3.2.1.5 System Block Diagram
Each of the three black containers will have its own dedicated electronics. These electronics consist
of four temperature compensated pressure sensors, a PCB, an Arduino Nano, and an SD storage
module. The block diagram in figure 27 provides a conceptual view of how these components wired
together.

Figure 27 Block diagram of the PCB including Arduino Nano, SD storage module, and 4 pressure sensors.

3.2.1.6 Power Budget
The Power Budget of the system is summarized in table 6. The values represent the power
consumption in active mode, where all systems work on full power.
Table 6 Power budget in active mode

Component

Voltage
(V)

Arduino nano
SD card Module
Pressure Sensors
Module
Total
Margin/ Efficiency (50%)
Total Power

Current Number
Power (mW)
(mA)
of part
5
150
1
750
5
15
1
75
5
3
4
60
985
985
1970

3.2.2 Mechanical Interface
The mechanical interface consists of two components: the interface between the sensors and growth
chamber, and the interface between the electrical components and the container. In particular, the
physical connection between the sensors and growth chamber is critical to the overall design
because it must maintain a level of containment.
3.2.2.1 Tubing
In general the connection between the growth chamber and pressure sensor consist of a barbed
elbow, a piece of tubing and connector clips. A barbed elbow (Figure 28) will be directly connected to
a port at the bottom of the growth chamber. This connection will be a threaded interface. There are
2 options for thread sizes, 3M or 1/16 NPT. Either is adequate and available. The barb size
corresponds to a 1/16 inch diameter tube. The material for the elbow is 316 stainless steel which will
not be degraded by acetic acid. The elbows have an o-ring between the threaded connection and the
body of the elbow to facilitate sealing.
1/16 inch diameter platinum-cured silicone tubing will be used as a conduit from the elbow to the
pressure sensor. This material is flexible enough to make small radius turns but stiff enough that it
should not flex at the pressures we are aiming to measure. Platinum-cured silicone tubing has been
through safety evaluations for use on ISS in the past with no concerns raised (Barnaby Osbourne,
personal communication). There is a minor concern that the tubing could leach into the media if
direct contact were made. However, the use of a Gore-Tex membrane sealing the port inside of the
growth chamber will prevent this contact from occurring. The tubing is designed to interface with
barbed connections such as those found on the elbow and pressure sensor without the need for
clips. However, given the nature of this application, clips will be used for further assurance about the
integrity of the connections.
One major advantage of this design is that it breaks the strict dependency on placement of the
pressure sensors. One alternate design is to eliminate the tubing by connecting the pressure sensor
directly to the port of the growth chamber. While pressure sensors with configurations capable of
this approach exist, this is not the preferred connection. The reason is that the placement of the
sensors on the PCB must line up exactly with the ports in the growth chamber. There is not enough
space to accommodate sensors for both of the center chambers because of the location of the ports

to the growth chamber. Moreover, the precision for placing the sensors on the PCB and machining of
the ports becomes more critical. If one sensor is slightly misaligned, the entire units will not mate
and would need time consuming repairs. By using flexible tubing, these issues are eliminated.
Second, a direct connection would depend on an interference fit or some type of glue for sealing.
Both of these measures are in incorporated by a threaded interface but with increased surface area
and more tunable pressures.

Figure 28 Image of the barbed elbow. The threaded end will interface with the growth chamber while the barbed end
will serve as an attachment for the platinum-cured silicone tubing.

3.2.2.2 Physical Attachment of the Components
A second mechanical interface is required to attach the PCB to the sample container. This interface
consists of 4 screws but requires some minor modification to the sample container (Figure 29). With
the current design, there is no material to place threaded holes for attachment. To provide a place
for mounting holes, some material should be left between the legs on both short ends of the sample
container. Given that the PCB is thin, substantial material can be left providing an adequate place for
mounting holes. One challenge is that the height of this material is tied closely to the dimensions of
the electrical components. If too much material is left, the bottom of the Arduino Nano will interfere
with the bottom of the black container. If not enough material is left, the SD storage and pressure
sensors will interfere with the bottom of the growth chambers. Thus, the dimensions of this material
step are critical to a successful outcome. Some minor adjustments can be made to compensate for
too short of a step by placing shims between the step and the pcb. However, if tool much material is
left in the step, there is no mitigation but to re-machine this portion which could be time consuming.
Thus, slightly less material is preferred to slightly more but exactly optimized dimensions are ideal.
Unfortunately, precisely estimating the optimal dimension is clouded by uncertainty at the current
time. The current proposal is a 11.5 mm step from the base of the growth chamber (2.7 mm from the
bottom of the legs) with the same width as the legs, 5 mm. The mounting hole size is flexible and can
be adjusted as needed. The current proposal is M2x0.4 6mm deep, as seen in figure 29.

Figure 29 Side view of the sample container. A portion of material the same width as the legs shall be left providing a
place for mount holes to attach the PCB.

3.2.3 Mass Budget
The mass budget for the electronics system per container is summarized in the table 7.
Table 7 Mass budget of the sensor system

Component
Arduino Nano Board
Pressure Sensors
SD card Module
PCB
Wiring
Elbow
Tubing
Total
Margin (25%)
Total Mass

Mass (g) Number Total Mass (g)
5
1
2
4
6
1
10
1
2
1
1
4
2.5
4

5
8
6
10
2
4
10
45
11.25
56.25

3.2.4 Thermal Considerations
More inputs regarding the boundary conditions were required from Airbus DS to model the heat
generate/dissipated through experiment containers wall. However Arduino Board connected with 4
pressure sensor was inserted in a small container. It was stuffed with some tissue paper and left over
night to see the rise in temperature. It was observed that after 8 hours of operation the temperature
increase 2 degrees was observed.
3.2.5 Procurement Times and Estimated Costs
Table 8 outlines the procurement times, cost, and suppliers for the components of the sensor
system. ISU agreed to cover the costs for the electronics system procurement.

Table 8 Summary of procurement times, cost, and suppliers

Item

Procurement Cost per Unit Number
Total Cost Supplier
Time (d)
(euro)
of Units
(euro)
Barbed elbow
40
45
12
540 ColeParmer
Tubing
40
57
25ft
57 ColeParmer
Clips
tbd
tbd
24
0 tbd
Pressure sensors
14
43
12
516 Mouser
Electronics
Arduino Nano
14
24
3
72 Seemageek
SD storage Module
14
6
3
18 DFROBOT
PCB
14+14
50 for 10
3
50
Total
1253*
* Does not include vat or shipping
3.2.6 Software Overview
The software was also designed in Arduino IDE, to demonstrate the feasibility of this design. The
software was also tested with four pressure sensors. The pressure sensors used to demonstrate the
concept are Honeywell HSC sensors with part numbers:
1. One HSCMRNN1.6BASA3 sensor
2. Three HSCDANN1.6BASA5 sensors
The program has three functions, the descriptions of each function is described in detail. The figure
30 represents the block diagram of the software.

SDCard

Setup()

Loop()

User Interface

ReadPressure()

Figure 30 Software architecture for first iteration design

Setup(): This function initializes the output ports, SPI protocol and the serial communications. This
function also initializes the SD card by invoking SD library in Arduino.

Loop(): This function calls ReadPressure function and stores the results for all the 4 pressure sensors.
It converst the pressure and temperature values to string and put time stamp in front of it, arranges
the data packet as defined in section 3.2.1.2, and send it to the SD card. The SD card stores the data
in .csv file format. It also prints the pressure and temperature value so it can be matched with the
stored values.
ReadPressure(): This function reads the pressure and temperature values and returns both in a string
variable. This function takes output port to select the respective pressure sensor as input.
The contents of the .csv file created in SD card are included in Appendix 14. the file contains 9
columns, representing the time stamp, and pressure and temperature values from 4 sensors.

3.3 Meeting with Airbus DS and recommendations
The design was presented to Airbus DS on 13/05/2016; the design was given a no go based on the
reasons mentioned below.
3.3.1 Temperature increase in Container
Airbus DS was concerned about the heat generation inside the experiment container might kill the
bacteria. Science team on the other hand has maintained that increase in temperature is actually
good for the bacterial growth. The experiments done in the science lab shows direct correlation
between temperature increases with increased bacterial growth.
3.3.2 Power Requirements
The power consumed by electronics system during the active phase, which is 1.7W as described in
table 6 was considered high. Airbus DS could not supply this power to one experiment container.
3.3.3 Use of Tubing
Based on the past experience Airbus DS had with the fluids in space, engineers recommended against
tubing. The tubing will just increase the testing time and is more prone to leaks.
3.3.4 Complexity of Design
The overall design was considered very complex and deemed optimistic given the time available at
hand. Additional issues were raised about soldering the electronics parts on the PCB, according to
safety regulations at Airbus DS; only engineers certified in soldering can solder space hardware.
Airbus DS was developing electronics dedicated for Space tango cube, which can be used to take
readings from temperature and pressure sensors, store the data onboard SD card. This approach
would eliminate additional testing required for the proposed concept. Also, Airbus DS has not
worked with Arduino Nano in the past so they were skeptical about the performance in space
environment and the Arduino mega they were using has significant flight heritage. Moreover, Airbus
DS has all the facilities required for integration and testing of space hardware, which are not
available with ISU or the University of Strasbourg.
3.3.5 Pressure Sensors
The pressure sensor was not water tolerant and Gore-Tex membrane was proposed for protecting
the sensor. Airbus DS recommended using a water tolerant sensor which avoids usage of additional
membrane. Addition of membrane required addition of adhesives to hold the membrane which my
might raises the issues of contamination.

Based on discussion above, several design issues need to be addressed. A final design was developed
in light of these issues. This design was primarily undertaken by Airbus DS with ISU developing and
testing the software.

3.4 Final Design
The section discusses the hardware configuration used for the flight. The design was discussed in the
engineering team on 13th may 2016 and briefed to whole team on May 25th, which served as the
Preliminary Design Review.
The design uses three experiment containers in Space Tango cube; each of the three containers
contains four growth chambers to culture. Each growth chamber has 6mL of volume available. Each
growth chamber consists of two septa ports, to ease integration and prevent an overpressure
condition. Two septa are needed to provide a gas pathway with an “inlet” and “outlet”, therefore
preventing an overpressure of gas, when filling/flushing/measuring. Figure 31 presents exploded
view of the experiment insert assembly.

Figure 31 Exploded view of experiment insert assembly

As seen in the figure various parts are depicted with different colors, the description of each part is
summarized below:








Blue part represents the stainless steel cover to ensure leak protection and holds the cover
for the container
Gray pieces on the side of the container are cornerstones (stainless steel) to ensure tighter
connection for leak tightness
Orange parts represent septa ports, 2 per chamber
Gray parts under the container represent pressure sensors and O rings.
Green part is the septa screw to hold the septa together.
Light brown is window for the experiment insert.
Brown represents the experiment insert, containing four growth chambers.

Pressure sensors are provided for each individual growth chamber and the sensor data is recorded
on an SD card present on a single Arduino mega board for all twelve chambers and will be sent over
Space Tango portal for live transmission. Airbus DS has taken responsibility of designing the
electronics, integrating the pressure sensors and respective hardware testing activities associated
with it.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 32 (a) Septa detail (b) Internal chambers (d) Pressure sensor integration (d) Experiment housing/insert

Figure 32 presets the integration of Septa and pressure sensor in greater details. The Pressure sensor
will be sealed using an O ring as seen in the figure above. The biocompatible PEEK housing is easy to
sterilize and four legs are incorporated to reduce the vibration. Each chamber is sealed and is cross
contamination free.
3.4.1 Updated responsibilities
The hardware design was finalized and the design was conceptualized by Airbus DS. They were also
providing the electronics for the hardware. With majority of hardware being finalized, software
development was the major task at hand. ISU took responsibility of developing and testing the
software. This responsibility involved all the necessary documentation for the software which
included developing Software Requirement Specifications, Software design Specifications and a
software manual.

4. Software Design
This section describes the Software Design, development and testing procedure. It introduces the top
level requirements for the software which can be traced back to the project requirement, provides
the system overview, and describes the software and its operation in detail. The sections also shed
light on the testing strategies for the software.

4.1 Software Objectives
The software system designed for the MMARS1 project shall be able to perform the following
functions:
 To read the Pressure and Temperature values from MS5803-02BA sensors.
 To calculate the temperature compensated pressure after reading raw values from sensors.
 To record and store sensor or SD card errors.
 To store the ‘temperature compensated pressure’ and ‘actual temperature’ values from all
the sensors in the sectors of SD card.
 To transmit the ‘temperature compensated pressure’ and ‘actual temperature’ for all sensors
using Serial port to Space Tango portal.

4.2 System Overview
This section provides the overview of overall system, describe the operation of pressure sensors and
the SD card. The general block diagram below provides the overall system overview.
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Figure 33 Block diagram for MMARS 1 experiment
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The block diagram represents the electronics system responsible for measuring and storing the
pressure and temperature values. Each experiment container has 5 pressure/temperature sensors.
The Space Tango cube will also contain one pressure sensor for a total of 16 sensors. The Arduino
Mega and The SD card module are located outside the experiment containers inside the Space Tango
cube. The pressure and temperature values are read from sensors using the Serial Peripheral
Interface (SPI) communication protocol. The clock and MISO lines are shared by all the sensors and
the SD card but each sensor has its individual chip select line (CS). The communication with each
sensor is initiated by pulling down the CS pin.
4.2.1 Sensor Overview
To measure the pressure and temperature in each growth chamber the MS5803-02BA sensors will be
used. These sensors are new generation sensors from MEAS Switzerland with I2C and SPI interface.
The sensor is water tolerant with silica gel and an antimagnetic stainless steel cap protecting the
electronics. The final design uses SPI bus to communicate with the sensors. The sensors provide
precise 24 bit temperature and pressure measurements. The pressure sensor can measure pressure
up to 2 bars and temperature up to 85°. Figure 34 includes the photograph and the circuit diagram
for the MS5803-02BA sensor.

Figure 34 (a) Photograph of the MS5803-02BA sensor (b) Circuit diagram of the pressure sensor

As seen in the figure above the sensor shall be given a positive 3 V supply and to stabilize the power
during ADC conversion a 100 nF capacitor should also be included. Reading of the pressure and
temperature values form the sensor is complicated compared to the Honeywell pressure sensor
earlier discussed in the report. The process involves reading six additional factory calibration
coefficients which are stored in the PROM of the sensors. The coefficients are required to
compensate for process variations and temperature variations. The software implemented in a way
that enables to read the pressure and temperature in highest possible resolution of 0.024 mbar.
4.2.2 SD Card
The SD card used in the project operates on the SPI communication protocol. The data read from the
16 pressure and temperature sensors is stored on the SD card. The data is stored on SD card without
using any FAT file format. The FAT file format is not used because of recommendations from Airbus
DS. In FAT format, if the address of the file containing the data is corrupted due to radiation effects,
the data cannot be restored. To overcome this, data is stored directly on the SD card sectors
(memory). This ensures data safety so is more robustness than the FAT format. The length of each
sector is 512 bytes, which means that the data length can be a maximum of 512 bytes.

4.3 Software Overview
The software is designed in C++ and Arduio IDE. C++ is object oriented programming and provides
good avenues of data encapsulation and abstraction. These attributes of the language protects the
objects in the program from inadvertent user-level errors. All the libraries for the project are written
in C++ but the main function as a sketch in Arduino IDE, which is language designed for Arduino. The
language consists of C and C++ data sets. The figure below illustrates the Software architecture and
calling sequence of various libraries.

SDCard Library

SD card
Setup()

ReadPresTemp
Library

Loop()

EEPROM

PressureSensor
Library
MS5803-02 B Sensor

Figure 35 Architecture for the MMARS1 software

The software is designed with a modular approach where various functionalities are defined in
different libraries. This approach makes updating of the software easy and immune to user errors.
This approach also makes the testing of software easier.
Setup(): This function initializes the output ports, SPI protocol and the serial communication. This
function also initializes the pressure sensor by invoking pressure sensor library in Arduino.
Loop(): This function calls pressure sensor library , reset the sensor and reads the pressure and
temperature values from 16 pressure sensors. Once all the pressure and temperature values are
read, it arranges them in the message format described in section 4.9. It also sets the error message
according to the SRS. It stores the values in data packet in EEPROM, and then this function transmits
the values stored in EEPROM, 8bits at a time to SD card. The data is stored in SD card through SD
card library, which acts as programming interface between Arduino and SD card. The instance of the
data packet is also transmitted to Space Tango portal using UART. The implementation of Space
tango data packet transmission is yet to be implemented, because the message format was received
in mid-August.
There are 3 libraries written for the project; the description of all the libraries is described in sections
below. Each library consists of member functions (standalone unit of code with dedicated purpose)
and member variable (to store and process data.)

4.4 Pressure Sensor Library
All the functions pertaining to the pressure sensor are encapsulated in the “PressureSensor” Library.
The library provides data abstraction and only two functions: one to initialize the sensor and one to
read the pressure and temperature values from sensor. All other member variables and functions
cannot be accessed outside this library. The library consists of six member functions and returns the
calculated temperature compensated pressure and actual temperature as the end result for one
sensor. The flow of the library and the process to be invoked is summarized in figure 36.
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Figure 36 Flow chart for pressure sensor library representing the command sequence invoked

As seen in figure 36, once the program is started, the first task the software does is to reset the
sensor. Then the calibration coefficients are read which are important in calculating various

intermediate variables. After the calibration coefficients are read, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is
performed to verify the contents of calibration coefficients. If the CRC check fails, then the
coefficients are read again and the process is repeated five times before logging a CRC error. After
that pressure and temperature are read from sensor analog to digital converter. If the values are out
of range an out of range error is logged. After actual temperature and temperature compensated
pressure is calculated and the whole process is repeated sixteen times to read from all sensors
available and then all the values are stored in the SD card and transmitted over the Space Tango
portal. The sensors require some commands to read different values. The table below summarizes
the five commands, each one byte long, to be sent to the sensor.
Table 9 Summary of commands to be sent to pressure sensor

Command
Reset
Convert Pressure
Convert Temperature
ADC Read
PROM read

Value (Hexadecimals)
0x1E
0x48
0x58
0x00
0xA0 to 0xAE

The following sections describe all the functions in ‘PressureSensor’ library in detail. It discusses their
functionalities and the interrelationships. It also describes which functions can be accessible to the
user. The library is based on SPI communication protocol as described in earlier sections.
4.4.1 ResetSensor
This function is private member of the class and resets the sensor every time calibration coefficients
and pressure and temperature values are requested from the sensor. The sensor gets the port
indicating which sensor to be used as input. This function sends a sensor reset command to the
sensor over SPI bus and waits for 10 milliseconds. After the process is complete the Chip Select line is
pulled high again.
4.4.2 ReadPressureCoefficients
This private member function of the class reads the eight calibration coefficients of the sensor, each
2 bytes long. The first coefficient is reserved for the manufacturer; the next six coefficients (each 2
bytes long) are required to calculate the pressure and temperature values. The last coefficient
contains a 4 bit CRC, to check the PROM data validity. This function takes the index number which
represents the data coefficient to be read from the PROM and the Arduino output port number to
select the sensor as inputs. The function sends the respective PROM read command based on the
index number and obtains two byte long values. The function also merges both the eight bit values
into a two byte long word. It right shifts the first value to eight and performs a logical OR operation
with the second received value. This function returns the sixteen bit long sensor coefficient.
4.4.3 CRCCheck
This private member function calculates the CRC from the first seven coefficients present in PROM.
This function takes the eight member long array containing all the calibration coefficients. The logic
to implement this functionality was not provided in the data sheet for the sensor but the code itself
was provided. This library utilizes the same code provided by ‘Measurement Specialties’. It returns
the calculated CRC to be compared with the CRC present in the PROM.

4.4.4 ADCRead
This private member function sends the command to read pressure and temperature values from the
ADC. It takes the command to convert pressure and temperature, and output port to select the
sensor, as in input. The function sends the command to the sensor to convert pressure or
temperature from analog to digital and then waits for 10 milliseconds. The second operation it
performs is to send an ADC read command to read the digital pressure or temperature value. After
the command to read the ADC is sent, the sensor returns three, one byte long values. The function
also integrates all the values to form one twenty-four bit output by multiplying the first output to
65535, the second output to 255, and then adding the result with third output. The function returns
the read pressure or temperature value from the ADC.
4.4.5 SensorInitialize
This public member function resets the sensor by calling the ResetSensor function, reads eight
coefficients from the PROM and calculates the CRC of the calibration coefficients by calling CRCCheck
function. This function takes the output port to select the sensor as input. After three functions are
called, it compares the calculated CRC with the CRC read from the sensor, which is located in the last
four bits of the eight coefficients. If the CRC check fails, the function will return a CRC error and if it
passes, it will return zero. The functions will also return a CRC error if all the read coefficients are
zero. This condition was put forth because sometimes the confidents are read zero because of a
loose connection and if the coefficients are wrong the CRC check still fails.
4.4.6 SensorRead
This public function takes the sensor select port as input and performs all the major operations
intended for the PressureSensor library. It initializes the sensor by calling the sensorInitialize function
and if the initialization fails due to CRC failure, it raises the error flag. If the sensor CRC is failed, then
it sets all the pressure coefficients to zero. It also calls the ADCRead function and retrieves the digital
pressure and temperature value from the sensor. It sends both the “convert pressure” and “convert
temperature” commands using the ADCRead function. The function calculates the difference
between actual and reference temperature using following formula.
𝑑𝑇 = 𝐷2 − 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹 = 𝐷2 − 𝐶5 ∗ 28
After the difference between temperatures is calculated the software calculates the actual
temperature by utilizing the following formula.
𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑃 = 20°𝐶 + 𝑑𝑇 ∗ 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆 = 2000 + 𝑑𝑇 ∗ 𝐶6/223
The function calculates the offset at actual temperature by using:
𝑂𝐹𝐹 = 𝑂𝐹𝐹𝑇1 + 𝑇𝐶𝑂 ∗ 𝑑𝑇 = 𝐶2 ∗ 217 + (𝐶4 ∗ 𝑑𝑇)/26
The function also calculates the sensor sensitivity using the following relationship:
𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆 = 𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝑇1 + 𝑇𝐶𝑆 ∗ 𝑑𝑇 = 𝐶1 ∗ 216 + (𝐶3 ∗ 𝑑𝑇)/27
After the sensor sensitivity, offset at actual temperature, and actual temperature is calculated, the
function calculates the temperature compensated pressure using the following formula.

𝑃 = 𝐷1 ∗ 𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆 − 𝑂𝐹𝐹 = (𝐷1 ∗

𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆
− 𝑂𝐹𝐹)/215
221

If any of the calculated coefficients is out of range the software sets the pressure and temperature
values to zero and logs the error according to error handling mechanism defined in section 4.7. If the
CRC check is failed, this function will return compensated pressure as zero and actual temperature as
twenty, this way the user can trace the cause of the error. The function returns an instance of a
structure containing the temperature compensated pressure, actual temperature and error flag. The
returned pressure and temperature values are truncated 32 bit values and can be stored directly in
the data packet designed to be sent through the SpaceTango interface for live streaming and to be
stored in SD card sector.
The block diagram below (figure 37) represents the pattern in which the library interacts with the
user interface, as discussed in section above; only two functions are accessible outside the library to
the user.
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Figure 37 Diagram depicts the PressureSensor library function’s interrelationships and calling pattern

The library is designed to fulfill the requirements specific to pressure sensors as mentioned in
software requirements specifications (SRS) document. This library is fully complaint with and fulfills
the software goals (section 4.1) one and two, and is partially compliant with software goal three. The
error handling and the description of the error flag generated by the library is described in section
4.7.

4.5 SD Card Library
The functions associated with the data storage on the SD card are encapsulated within the SDCard
library. There are four functions present in the library but only two functions are accessible outside
the library. Those two functions read and write within individual sector of the SD card. The length of
each sector is set to be 512 bytes. To communicate with the SD card over SPI communication
protocol, some commands are needed to be sent and some responses are received. Based on the
received response and error flag is generated. To understand this library, it is important to
understand the structure of the command sent and responses received. A valid command to be sent
to SD card consists of 48 bits, the structure of each command is represented in figure 38.
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Figure 38 (a) Format of 48 bit long command to SD card (b) Format of basic 8-bit response to every command in SPI mode

As seen in figure 38.a, the starting first two bits are always zero and one. They are followed by a 6 bit
command and a 32 bit long argument. Next, seven bits provide CRC, which is not used in the program
because it is assumed that reliable data links are available. This will exclude the implementation of
additional hardware required for CRC generation and verification functions (SanDisk, 2003). SD cards
ignore CRC bits in most cases unless the service is requested explicitly (Ababei, 2013). The last bit is a
stop bit and is always set to one. The argument fields in read and write commands provide the
address of the sector, this field is left blank in other commands used in this library. Figure 38.b,
represents the general 8 bit long response the SD card produces in response to every command sent
to it. The length of response depends on the command used, but in the library only 8 bit responses
are used (SanDisk, 2003). The response should be one only in case of resetting the sensors and in all
other cases the responses shall be zero for correct operation. The response message description is in
section 4.5.2.
Figure 39 represents the flow sequence of the commands for the SDCard library. As soon as the write
function in the library is invoked, the library first resets the sensors. If the sensor does not return the
expected response, code tries to reset the sensor for 255 times after which the error flag is raised.
The second step is to initialize the sensor and then send commands to write it in a particular address.
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Figure 39 Flow chart for SDCard library representing the command sequence invoked by write SD card block function

In case the sensor does not provide the appropriate response an error flag is raised for the same. The
error flag for this library is illustrated in section 4.7. The following subsections describe the library
functions individually.
4.5.1 SD_reset
The private member function of the library has three functions, which are described below:
1. To reset the sensor
2. To initialize the sensor
3. To set the block length to 512 bytes
After the powerup, the SD card shall enter the idle mode and CMD0 shall be the first command to be
sent the card over SPI protocol. This command resets the sensors and the SD card enters the idle
mode. In case the SD card is not reset, the function shall try to reset the sensor by sending CMD0
command for 255 times. After 225 fails, the function shall return one and logs the sensor reset error.
The next command to be sent to the SD card is CMD1, using the SD_sendCommand function. The
function shall try a maximum of 255 times to initialize the card and after 255 unsuccessful attempts it
shall log an initialization error. The next and final task of the function is to send CMD16 to set the
block size to 512 bytes. 512 bytes is the standard and acceptable block length. Efforts were made to
reduce the block length size. It was set to 250 bytes for the first sector but an error message
(parameter error) was generated for the next sector. Thus 512 bytes is the ideal length to avoid
faults. The function takes the output port (CS line) to select the SD card as input and returns an eight
bit error message as an output. For correct operation the function shall return zero.
4.5.2 SD_sendCommand
This private member function of the library takes an 8 bit command, 32 bit argument and output port
to select the SD card as input. It returns the 8 bit long error message generated by the SD card in
response to command sent. Table 10 provides a description for each of the error bits generated. The
first operation that this function does is to send the wakeup calls to the SD card to make it wake up
in SPI mode as compared to SD card mode. This operation is done with response to the power up
requirement mentioned in the electrical interface, section 3.4, of Sandisk Product manual. The
operation requires sending of logical 1’s after power for at least 10 clocks to eliminate power-up
synchronization problems.
Table 10 Description of the message SD card sends in response to every command sent to it

Bit
7
6

Error
None
Parameter error

5

Address error

4
3

Erase sequence error
Communication CRC
error
Illegal command error
Erase reset error
idle state error

2
1
0

Description
This bit always set to zero
Bit is set to 1, if command argument like address, block length
etc. are out of range
Bit is set 1, if the address error occurs due to usage of wrong
block length
Bit is set to 1, if sequence of erase commands happen
Bit is set to 1, if communications fails because of CRC error
Bit is set to 1, if an command used is illegal
Bit set to 1, if out of range erase sequence command is received
Bit set to 1, if SD card runs the initialization process while in idle
state

The next step is to send an eight bit command to the SD card making sure that the first two bits are
zero and one. It is followed by sending of a 32 bit long argument; then followed by 8 bit long CRC.
The CRC bit is always kept as 0x94 in this library. The function shall also wait for the SD card to
respond to the command, and shall seek to retrieve a response for a maximum of 255 times.
4.5.3 writeblock
This function is defined as public and can be utilized outside the library. The function takes the
address of the sector where data is intended to be written as input along with the output port to
select the SD card. The first operation of this function is to call the reset function. If the reset
function does not return zero, then the function shall return the reset error. If the reset function
returns zero, then it shall send CMD24 to the SD card for initiating the writing operation in a
particular sector. It shall try to send CM24 command for a maximum of 10 times. If the operation is
unsuccessful, it shall return a timeout error for writing. Once the writing in a sector is initiated, it
shall start sending the 512 byte buffer, byte by byte. Although before sending the buffer a
predetermined start block token (8-bit) shall be sent. After the buffer is sent, it shall send 16 bit long
dummy CRC. Once the data transfer is completed the software shall wait for the 8 bit long
acknowledgement response from the SD card indicating the success of the operation. The format of
8 bit acknowledgement response is described below:
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Figure 40 Acknowledgement token sent by SD card after the data is written in SD card sector.

The Status bits are defined as follows.
010: Data Accepted
101: Data Rejected due to CRC error
110: Data rejected due to write error
The function checks if the data is accepted by SD card. If not, then the function shall raise the write
SD card flag. The function shall also make sure that the SD card goes idle after the writing operation.
If SD card does not go idle, the function shall retry for a maximum of 6000 times before raising an
error flag. The function shall return zero for normal operations.
4.5.4 readblock
This function is also a public function similar to write operation. It takes the address of the address of
the sector where data is intended to be read as input along with the output port to select the SD
card. The function shall call the reset function and check for any issues with the initialization of the
SD card. After the successful initialization, the function sends a CMD17 command to engage in the
read operation. The function shall try to engage in read operation for the maximum of 10 times. If
the response after the 10th try is not zero, the software shall log an error. After the read operation is
engaged successfully, the software shall read the first token of the data stored in the SD card sector.
This token is important in determining the data validity. Once the desired token is received, the
function shall read 512 bytes of data and store it in a global buffer. After the 512 bytes of data is

read, it shall read 16 bit dummy CRC and extra 8 bits of clock pulses. For the normal operation the
function shall always return zero.
The figure 41 describes the interaction of various functions with other member functions of the
library and with the user interface. As discussed previously, only two functions are accessible outside
the library.
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Figure 41 Diagram depicts the SDCard library function’s interrelationships and calling pattern

The error handling of the functionalities of the SDCard library are describes in details in section 4.7.
The library is in full compliance with software goal three and four. The library also meets the
requirements laid out in the software requirements specifications in regards to SD card operation. It
should be noted that the functionality of the library can be updated based on the SD card used for
the flight. Much new generations of SD cards come with different command sets so the command
sequence to initialize the SD card might change. It should also be note that updating the top level
functionality in case of alteration of SD card operation is easy and not time consuming.

4.6 Pressure and Temperature Read Library
The ReadPresTemp Library does not hold any member functions. It consists of a structure holding the
value of the pressure, temperature, and pressure sensor error flag. The main function of this library is
to pass the truncated actual temperature and temperature compensated pressure along with
pressure sensor error from the PressureSensor library to the main function. The functionality is
simple and it is demonstrated by integration testing performed on this library in conjugation with
pressure Sensor library.

4.7 Error Handling
The errors in the software are represented by two, 8 bit long error flags. The first flag (Error Flag 1)
stores the errors associated with the pressure sensor. The second flag (Error Flag 2) stores the error
flag associated with the SD card errors.
Both error flags 1 and Error flag 2 shall be transmitted over the Space Tango portal. Error Flag 1 shall
be stored on the SD card, but if the SD card encounters some errors associated with initialization and
writing error, the error message shall be appended with the data in next packet. The structure of the
flag is simple and each bit in the flag represents an error associated with the SD card or pressure
sensor. Table 11 presents the structure of error flag 1. The ranges for individual variables are defined
in the SRS document and are also included in Appendix 13.
Table 11 Description of the Error Flag 1

Bit
7

Error
Pressure error

6
5
4
3
2

Temperature error
Sensitivity error
Temperature offset error
Temperature Difference error
Temperature Conversion error

1

Pressure Conversion error

0

CRC error

Description
Bit is set to 1, if the temperature compensated
pressure is out of range
Bit is set to 1, if the actual temperature is out of range
Bit is set to 1, if the sensitivity is out of range
Bit is set to 1, if temperature offset is out of range
Bit is set to 1,if temperature difference is out of range
Bit is set to 1, if the read converted temperature is out
of range
Bit is set to 1,if the read converted pressure is out of
range
Bit is set to 1, if the data validity check on the contents
of PROM is failed or the all the calibration coefficients
are read as 0

Table 12 presents the structure of error flag 2. The error flag values are set based on the value that
functions in SD Card library returns. For correct operation the value of this flag must be zero.
Table 12 Description of the Error Flag 2

Bit
7

Error
Reset error

6

Initialization error

5

Read Error

4

Read time out error

3

Write timeout error

2

Write Error

1
0

SD Busy Error
Parameter Error

Description
Bit is set to 1, if the response to CMD0 command is not equal to
0x01
Bit is set to 1, if the response of CMD 1 command is not equals
to zero
Bit is set to 1, if the response to CMD17 command is not equal
to zero, representing that sector cannot be read.
Bit is set to 1, if after the read sequence is initiated the first
token is not received to be 0xfe, representing data integrity
issues with the SD card sector
Bit is set to 1, if the response to CMD24 command is not equal
to zero, representing that sector cannot be written over.
Bit is set to 1, if the acknowledgement response after dat
writing is not as expected.
Bit is set to 1, if the SD does not go idle after data writing
Bit is set to 1, block size is not set to 512 bytes

4.8 States of the Software
The software operates in two states: operational state and the sleep state. The software uses
Arduino’s internal timers to toggle between both the states. The figure below illustrates the event
that triggers bot the mode.

Operational State

Timer counter overflow

Sleep State
Enter idle sleep mode

Figure 42 States of MAARS1 Software

4.8.1 Operational State : This state is initiated once every hour, software reads pressure and
temperature value from the sixteen pressure and temperature sensors, and store them on the SD
card and sends the data packets over the Space Tango portal for live streaming.
4.8.2 Sleep State: The software stays in sleep state from almost all of the mission lifetime in orbit,
and wakes up to operational state once every hour. The state is initiated to reduce the power
consumption of the Arduino board. In this mode all the interfaces are turned off including SPI, ADC
and two unused timers. The software uses internal interrupts to wake up from the sleep; a maximum
of 8 seconds of sleep state can be achieved. Once the software wakes it is put to sleep again, the
process is repeated 450 times. After this, the software is put to operational state. It should be noted
that Airbus DS’s Arduino board provides external timer. Once the software is fully tested, this
functionality will be updated using external interrupt.

4.9 Message Format
The data coming from the sensors have to be defined in a particular format. There are two formats
that are designed for the software. First is to send and store data on the SD card and the second is to
transmit data to the TangoLab facility. The message format is summarized in the figure below.
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Figure 43 (a) Message format required by the SpaceTango (b) Message format in which data will be stored in SD card

As shown in figure 43, the payload data packets sent to the Space Tango portal, shall begin and end
with synchronization characters. The synchronization characters consists of four ASCII characters and
start synchronization are ‘A’, ’0’, ’B’, ’B’. The packet shall end with ‘B’, ‘B’, ’0’, ’A’. The data to be
transmitted should be in name/value pairs, separated by commas. Each name should be unique from
all other names. For example
“P1=1001, T1=45, P2=4500, T2=56”
Name/value pairs will be configured prior to the flight and will be configurable through the TangoLab
online portal. The message packet shall also incorporate the Fletcher 16 algorithm to generate a two
byte checksum for ensuring error free data. The maximum size of the packet is 250 bytes.
In this project each Space Tango data packet will consist of sixteen pressure and temperature values,
sample number, and two error flags representing the pressure sensor error and the SD card error.
The value to be stored on the SD card will have time stamps in milliseconds in addition to the data
transmitted over the Space Tango portal. It should be noted that all the data transmitted over Space
Tango will be timestamped. It should be noted that the functionality of data transmission over Space
Tango portal is yet to be implemented.

4.10 Software Testing
To ensure the correct functionality of the software, a testing strategy has been designed for an
unhindered operation of the designed software onboard the International Space Station. The
software will be tested on the requirements mentioned in the software requirements
documentation. The designed software has been tested to record pressure and temperature values
to be read from five sensors and store it on the SD card. It should be noted that the Arduino Nano
has been utilized to perform all the tests. However an Arduino mega will be used instead to take
measurements on the flight model. This section defines the testing strategies for the software. The
diagram below explains the strategy for testing which involves preparing the test case, performing
the test and then reworking on it if the test fails and releasing a new baseline for software. All the
test results will be delivered to Airbus DS through the team Spacebox project folder.
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Figure 44 Testing Strategy for the Software

4.10.1 Unit Testing
Each function designed for the program is tested individually as a standalone unit for correct
operation. A test case for unit testing is included in the Appendix 12. The same test case is also sent
to Airbus DS for approval. This test will target the data errors resulting from the data type overflow,
and the errors generated if the incoming data to the function is out of range. The pressure and SD
card library has been tested for this functionality.
4.10.2 Software Integration Testing:
This testing will integrate functions and test them as a group to check if the software interface
requirements are met. This testing is performed after unit test. The testing also exposes errors
associated with the interaction between various components. Since the software was already
designed before the testing began, the big bang approach to perform this test is followed. All the
libraries were tested for this functionality as well.
4.10.3 System Testing
This testing is done after the software integration is performed. It will include testing the fully
integrated hardware and software. This test will uncover the errors caused by hardware interfaces
like loose connections and hardware software integration. This test will begin around mid-September
and the software will be tested for the full mission timeline, before the launch. If any issues are
encountered, they will be resolved before the launch. It should be noted that Airbus DS will be
providing flight identical hardware to ISU on August 30th, so the system and acceptance testing will
be performed in September.
One of the tests that are planned for the first week of September is to see the impact of the poweroff during the mission on the data. Another test is to try the Space Tango data communication, as it
works on UART, another microcontroller will be connected to flight identical hardware and values
will be read and compared with the values on the SD card.
4.10. 4 Acceptance Testing
The last and final test is the acceptance testing, where the software will be test for acceptability, this
test is performed to evaluate if the software is in compliance with the SRS and checks if it is ready for
delivery.

5. Project Management
Effective and efficient management of a microgravity research project between various international
teams is crucial in extracting optimal performance levels and delivering an end product which meets
the project requirements and brings maximum scientific return. This section details the roles and
responsibilities undertaken to aid in better management practices, management process established,
documents generated in addition to the thesis report, communications channels established,
avenues for product procurement, and pro and cons of the approach undertaken for the project.

5.1 Roles and Responsibilities
The following steps were taken to ensure that project objectives are met while managing the task at
an individual and collaboratively as a part of team throughout the project duration.
 To arrange biweekly meetings
 To create agenda for the meeting and send out minutes of the meeting.
 Regular meetings with project supervisor to discuss the progress achieved in the project and
important issues that require urgent attention.
 To contact companies about the sensors that can be used in the project
 To procure sensors and electronics to test the concepts generated for the project
 To manage the space box account for all team members.
 Creation of work allocation sheet, to keep track of the progress of the project
 To create documents regarding the software development, this includes software
requirement specifications, software design documentation and software manual.

5.2 Approach for the Project
A particular approach has been undertaken in design, integration, and testing of the project. The
approach undertaken made the process dynamic with fewer reviews, milestones, and paper work
compared to a project of similar nature. This was partially due to the fact that the project hardware
used is adapted from the hardware with proven and significant flight heritage. The process used has
both advantages and disadvantages. The analysis on the comparison between both processes is
skewed towards the conventional approach considering the fact that I have not worked on a project
with a traditional approach.
There is no doubt that the approach undertaken made the process fast paced and fulfilled the
scientific requirements in a time span described by many as “optimistic”. However, the project has
encountered some issues regarding communications. The requirements were interpreted differently
by the ISU than it was desired. But due to strong negotiation skills of Dr. Favier, unparalleled support
from Airbus DS, and dedication of all team mates, these issues were resolved. Better protocols were
set up after such incidents which include submission of a biweekly flash reports, signing the minutes
of meetings, that ensure that all the team members are on same page and there is no room for
ambiguity and misinterpretation.
Even though the approach was relatively fast, it could have been faster if the procurements of parts
were done quickly. The procurement division at Airbus DS still uses a very slow and traditional
approach and any change in the process will take significant time.

5.3 Space box
To share all the documents related to the project, creation of a secure platform was required where
the data is exchanged freely. Spacebox online storage which is managed by ISU and the data is stored
in ISU server is chosen for the project. Online accounts for all the team members were create to
operate Spacebox. The service can be operated from anywhere in the world, provided you have
credentials to access it and have an internet connection. All the team members were given equal
access which includes creation of files and folder, upload, and download from the shared folder. The
team members cannot delete any file from the folder. If a file has to be deleted the administrator of
the folder has to be contacted.
Processes were established to upload a new document to the folder; each new file should include the
initials of the uploader in the file name. If the document has to be updated, it should be done using
track changes option in MS word, so the changes can be tracked. If all team members agree to the
modification, a new version of the document is uploaded by the administrator. The folder is divided
into six sub folders, and each subfolder is dedicated to the documentation of certain kind. The
following is the description of each folder:
Documents: This folder contains all the documents related to project that are created by all the
teams together, which includes Mission Overview Document, Preliminary Design Review, Critical
Design Review etc.
Hardware Design: This folder contains the CAD files designed by ISU and Airbus DS for the project.
The folder contains all versions of the files, to keep track of changes made in the files.
Meetings: This folder contains the agenda and minutes of meeting for biweekly meetings and
engineering team meetings. Only the minutes approved by all the attendees are put in this folder.
Science: This folder contains the results and lab book from various experiment performed by the
science team in regards to the experiment. It also contains the processes and protocols established
through these experiments.
Software: This folder contains various versions of program developed for the project and associated
documentation which include software manual, SRS, SDS, test cases, test results and software
manual.
Other: This folder consists of information and documents that does not fall into category of above
mentioned folders. Currently this folder contains the logo and poster for the project.

5.4 Documentation
Documentation regarding any process within the scope of the project is effectively the backbone of
the project. It ensures that the knowledge acquired during the project is recorded, chronicles key
developments, creates good avenues for clear communication, and eliminates any ambiguities
regarding the process. This section entails the documentation done as part of the thesis project.
5.4.1 Software Requirement Specifications Document
The SRS document provides an in-depth insight into the MMARS 1 software system by defining high
level software requirements. The document also contains all of the information needed by a
software engineer to adequately design, implement and test the software product described by the

requirements listed in the document. The SRS defines the functionality of the software by enlisting
the high level hardware and software requirements. It outlines the vision of the various partners
involved, which define the software and its functionality. The document is approved ISU and
University of Strasbourg; approval from Airbus DS is still awaited.
5.4.2 Software Design Specifications Document
The SDS document is the written description of the software, the requirements mentioned in the SDS
document is written in response to the SRS. All the requirements in SRS should be met through
requirements in SDS. This document details the flow of the designed software and guides the team
through the architecture of software. This document is not yet published to all team members and it
will contain the following information:




Data Requirements: It contains the requirements related to the data in the software stored
in data structures
Interface Requirements: It lists interface requirements detailing the requirements between
data exchange between the libraries designed for the project.
Pseudo Code: The flow and architecture of the program using figures, tables, and textual
notations.

5.4.3 Software Manuel
The software manual will be delivered to Airbus DS along with the software code. The Software
Manuel will include the following information. This information is requested by Airbus DS in
particular.
 General overview of the software’s functionality.
 Installation of the software.
 Potential actions that can be taken if an issue arises during mission life time
 Software script.
 The format of the data and example of data stored to SD card and downloaded.
 Extraction of data stored in SD card.
 Error cases (as described in SRS), expected impact and potential recovery.
5.4.4 Software Test Case
Test cases and test results will also be submitted along with the software code. These documents will
include the information regarding the software testing and will demonstrate which software
requirements are tested and are compliant with both SRS and SDS. If a test case fails and it requires
update in requirements, it shall be done through the process mentioned in next section.

5.5 Change management Process
All team members have a right to propose updates to the documents mentioned in section 5.4, as
the scope or requirements changes over time. These changes must be approved in writing by the
project manager, PI, co-PI for the project.
The request to update the SRS document shall include a log to keep track of change requests, impact
analysis on the work products, estimate of efforts needed to change the request, re-estimation of
delivery schedule, and identification of which functions in software are needed to be changed. All
these outcomes are analyzed and reviewed by Project manager and PI’s before approving any change

in SRS document. All the approved change request forms should be included in the appendix of the
modified/updated document. The format of the process change request is included in Appendix 11.

5.6 Communications
Clear communication is a key to success of every project especially in the project like MMARS1 where
various teams are working in different countries. As mentioned in section 5.1, there were some
communication challenges faced during the project that jeopardized the scientific return of the
project. There was a point in the project where the possibility of including any sensors was ruled out.
The ISU team had to work for essentially 24x7 for 10 days to prove the dedication it held for the
project. To avoid such circumstances the following was decided by team members to avoid similar
circumstances in future.
Biweekly Meetings: The biweekly meetings were held from the beginning of the project but the
minutes were never signed by all the attendees. It was established that the minutes of every meeting
will be sent and signed by all attendees. In addition, based on the discussion in the meeting action
items on various team members will be set and the progress is discussed in next meetings.
Flash Reports: Use of flash report biweekly/ monthly was encouraged such that all the team
members have an understanding of what is the progress of different teams.

6. Recommendations for MMARS 2
Based on the discussions held throughout the project and the requirements that could not be
fulfilled due to monetary and time constraints, this section details the recommendations for the
MMARS 2 project. The recommendations for the MMARS2 project, to increase the scientific return
and to widen the scope of experiment, are one of the project objectives.

6.1 Radiation Data
The aim of this experiment is to effects of space environment, microgravity and radiation, on the
growth of M. Barkeri. The radiation data for the project will be obtained from Dosis 3D data. The
Dosis 3D experiment is responsible for all of ESA’s radiation data and analysis on the ISS. This data
will be acquired from passive and active radiation dosimeters located in the Columbus module, at no
additional cost. The report of radiation data will be requested for the time period of the experiment.
It should be noted however that MMARS 1 experiment will be put in the Japanese module and the
shielding differences between the modules is not known (i.e. how comparable the radiation data
taken in Columbus would be to MMARS1 experiment).
Dr. Thomas Berger, who leads DLR’s Dosis 3D team, is interested in supporting the experiment, in
regards to providing the radiation data for experiment. For MMARS 2 project, it is recommended to
have a partnership with Dosis team. The Dosis 3D team can provide dedicated Thermoluminescence
(TLDs) detectors that can be integrated into Space Tango cube and will provide a dedicated radiation
measurement throughout the flight. Dosis 3D team can also provide the hardware and all associated
analysis with it.

6.2 Increased Scientific Return
There were requirements that could not be met in this project due to time and monetary
requirement. The following is recommended to increase the scientific requirement.
Fixation: Study of mRNA transcripts is critical in understanding the metabolic activity happening in
the cells when they are exposed to microgravity. Airbus DS has hardware that can be adapted to
meet this functionality. It is recommended to modify the hardware in accordance with approach
mentioned in the section 3.1.1.
OD measurements: In-situ OD measurements to obtain the growth profile of the microbes is
recommended for MMARS 2 experiment. Pressure and temperature measurements are taken in the
MMARS 1 experiment to get the growth curve, assuming that the biomass production is correlated to
metabolic activity. Addition of OD measurements capability can serve second source to obtain the
growth curve. The required upgrade/ adaptation in hardware are mentioned in section 3.1.2.
Usage of Solid Media: As mentioned in section x, only liquid media culture is used MMARS1
experiment. The use of solid media is recommended to be used in the successive experiment as a
way to distinguish between effects of microgravity and radiation.

6.3 Temperature Cycling
To study microbes in the context of a planet like Mars has been the driving force for the experiment.
Due to the thin atmosphere of Mars, solar energy cannot be trapped resulting in temperature
extremes during day and night (NASA, 2016). To simulate these conditions, temperature cycling
(changing through two temperature extremes with high rate) is recommended. The rate of this

change and the determination of the temperature extremes is outside the scope of this report. This
information shall be determined and should be discussed with Airbus DS to check the feasibility of
design from engineering standpoint.

6.4 Artificial Gravity
The growth curve obtained for the project will be result of effects due to microgravity and radiation.
The effects of both have to be segregated to see how much both of these parameters have individual
effect on the growth of microbes. It is recommended to use platforms available on ISS to simulate
Earth’s gravity, to separate the effects of gravity and radiation.

6.5 Website for the Mission
We are living in an age of social media. It is important for ISU and other partners to spread the word
about MMARS 1 experiment and communicate its scientific objectives, approach undertaken, and
other information in regards to purpose of the experiment. It is highly recommended to build a
website for the experiment that can include weekly updates on progress of the project and engage
the general public with the experiment. Creation of avenues on the social media like a twitter
account or Facebook page is also encouraged.

6.6 Profile for MMARS 2 Thesis Student
The MMARS 2 experiment will require a part-time student working on the project from ISU’s end.
Based on the developments for MMARS 1 project and experience gained during the project, the
following credentials are required to work on the Project:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Degree in engineering with inclination to work on an interdisciplinary project.
Proficiency in one programming language, C/C++ is preferred
Some experience with embedded system development
Knowledge or willingness to learn a CAD software, to propose mechanical updates of Airbus
DS hardware
5. Good communications skills
6. Good team player

7. Professional Experience
The thesis project is my second project in space industry, first being my internship at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. Also with this project, I was involved from preliminary design to its final end
product development. Hence I have gained valuable experience by working on it and have developed
a spectrum of skills in all product phases. This section describes not just the technical skills
developed, but also soft skills I have gained by working on this project. The soft skills are mainly the
product of getting exposed to activities such as project management, product procurement, and
working as part of interdisciplinary and international team.

7.1 Product Development
The product development for this experiment required a person with a strong background in
embedded system design, mechanical design, and capability of generating innovative ideas and
solutions. Our basic approach was to brainstorm ideas, perform trade-off analysis on potential ideas,
and predict the issues that could arise due to any decisions made. Due to time constraints,
sometimes these decisions needed to be made very swiftly and as per situational demands. I worked
very closely with my team mates regarding the product development in a dynamic atmosphere.
Throughout the project, I have been assigned various tasks that have furthered my technical
competence. Since much of the team was already experienced with projects of a similar nature, I
could gain a lot of insights from them. Additionally, I improved my skills to meet certain demands of
the project in a relatively short time span. These include the following:





Altium Designer software to design the PCB for the project
Solid Edge software to make modifications in mechanical design for the project
Electronics system design that involves research on data processing and storage and power
supply design.
Mechanical adaptations of the hardware to be used for experiment, and brainstorming with
team on the best possible ways to integrate the hardware

7.2 Software Development
I worked as the main developer of the software for this project. I have had some prior experience in
software design, but this was my first time developing software for a space project of this capacity. It
has been a very practical experience and has helped me develop a lot of confidence in my
programming capabilities. A significant gain in my programming experience has been achieved by
working on various communication protocols like I2C, SPI and UART, interfacing with memory storage
units and pressure sensors. Additionally, I have gained tremendous experience in software testing
being the main software tester for the project. This included testing for the data and functional
errors and errors due to hardware issues such as loose connections data corruption etc.
One of my work packages involved writing all the necessary documentation for the software. This
included SRS, SDS, and Software manual to operate the software. This helped me enhance my writing
skills especially with technical documentation.

7.3 Biological Systems
I was always fascinated with microbiological systems. Working on this project provided me with a
platform to develop significant understanding of such systems. I was also given a short course in
Astrobiology which I found very interesting and educating. Working on biological systems helped me

understand the considerations that need to be given when designing such experiments, like issues of
possible contamination and leaks. This especially helped to bridge the gap that usually transpires
between engineers and scientists working on such projects.

7.4 Others
The project team consisted of an international and interdisciplinary members. Effective management
of the project required clear and transparent communications between various parties. I was also
involved in the project management activities and was designated point of contact for the team. My
responsibilities included organizing biweekly meeting through WebEx/Skype and recording the
minutes of the meeting. By working very closely with Airbus DS which has significant experience in
managing projects of similar nature, I learned good management practices that I can incorporate
throughout my professional career.

8. Conclusions
This section presents the conclusion for the project including a summary of compliance of the
project, educational, and software goals. It entails the general overview of the design process,
management practices used in the project, and encapsulate recommendations for the project.
The current model of the methane cycle on Mars doesn’t match the observations; another source is
required and that could be biotic in nature. It is proposed that subsurface condition on Mars can be
habitable to microbes. Methanogens are a type of microorganism that produces methane as
byproduct of metabolic activity in anaerobic environments. Methanogens have been studied in
context of Mars including their survivability in low temperatures, low pressure, and low water
activity. The effects of microgravity and radiation on growth of these microbes have never been
studied.
The International Space Station provides an excellent platform to study these microbes in the context
of Mars environment because the radiation dose is similar to that of the subsurface of Mars and it is
the only platform that provides long term microgravity research conditions.
MMARS1 is the first quantitative space study aiming to investigate methanogen growth in
microgravity. The experiment will take place on the International Space Station. This experiment is a
collaborative program between the International Space University and its international partners: the
University of Strasbourg, Airbus Space and Defense, and Space Tango. Airbus Defense and Space and
Space Tango are providing non-financial resources such as the flight opportunity on the ISS and flight
hardware while financial support is provided by the Euro metropole of Strasbourg. The experiment
will fly to the International Space Station with SpaceX CRS 10 mission on 11 November 2016 (current
baseline).
After meeting with the Project Supervisor, project and educational objectives for undertaking
MMARS 1 project as master’s thesis were established. The compliance of project objectives is
summarized in table 13.
Table 13 Compliance of project objectives

S. no
1

2
3
4
5

Project Objectives
To aid in design and development the space flight hardware to
characterize the growth curve for methanogens to see the effect of
space conditions.
To provide engineering support to the science team at the University
of Strasbourg
To support Airbus Defense and Space in hardware design, integration
and testing
To design, develop and test the software for the project
To propose additional experiments based on the requirements laid
out by the science team, including the requirements that could not be
fulfilled as part of MMARS1 due to time and monetary constraints

Compliance
FC

FC
FC
PC
FC

As seen in the table above all the objectives are met, except for objective 4. As discussed in section 4,
the flight identical hardware will be received on 30 August 2016 and software testing will be
performed in September. The compliance of the educational objectives is enlisted in the table below.

Table 14 Compliance on educational objectives

S. no
1

2

3

Educational Objectives
To learn and enhance the technical competence in design,
development and integration of electronics and mechanical flight
hardware
To practice project management skills by working in collaboration
with an interdisciplinary team comprised of individuals from the
participating various international partners
To learn and understand the product development life cycle

Compliance
FC

FC

FC

All educational objectives were met. Working on this project has been a good learning experience for
me. I developed a spectrum of skills that enhanced my technical competencies and furnished my
interpersonal skills. From an educational perspective, working on a project like MMARS 1 has been
very fulfilling experience.
The hardware design for the project has been adapted from flight proven hardware. The final
hardware configuration for the experiment consists of 12 growth chamber; each consists of 6mL
volume. These growth chambers are divided in 3 experiment inserts. Each experiment insert consist
of 4 growth chambers. The biocompatible PEEK housing for growth chambers is easy to sterilize. The
growth of microbes is monitored using pressure and temperature sensors present in each
experiment container. The designed hardware for the project consists of three experiment
containers, provides 2 additional levels of containment, and housing to the experiment inserts. These
containers provide data and power interface. The microcontroller present on board the experiment
will process the data from various sensors, store it on onboard data storage (SD card) and transmit in
real time over space tango online portal.
After the hardware design was finalized, the software development for the project was the major
work package left. After the discussions within the team, the top level requirements for software
were set, as mentioned in table 15. The table also provides the compliance of these requirements.
Table 15 Compliance with software design objectives

S. no
1
2
3
4
5

Software Design Objectives
To read the Pressure and Temperature values from MS5803-02BA
sensors
To calculate the temperature compensated pressure after reading raw
values from sensors
To support Airbus Defense and Space in hardware design, integration
and testing
To record and store sensor or SD card errors
To transmit the ‘temperature compensated pressure’ and ‘actual
temperature’ for all sensors using Serial port to Space Tango portal

Compliance
FC
FC
FC
FC
PC

As seen in the table above, all top level software requirements are met except for requirement 4.
This requirement could not be met because the data interface requirements for Space Tango online
portal were received mid-August. The software consists of three libraries to provide it with desired
functionality. All the libraries are tested for data and functional errors. Once the flight identical

hardware is received, hardware software integration testing will be performed and impacts of
mechanical errors like loose connections etc., on the software will be studied.
The project took a non-conventional approach to design and develop the hardware. Challenges were
faced in this approach, but due to dedication and good team environment all the issues were
overcome through improved communication and management practices. All project data is stored in
Spacebox, online storage facility organized by ISU, where all team members can upload and edit in
documents pertaining to the project. Organization of biweekly meetings and flash reports ensured
the smooth and non-ambiguous commination channels.
The requirements that could not be fulfilled due to monetary and time constraints as part of MMARS
1 project should be considered for MMARS2 project. This includes fixation, OD measurements and
usage of solid media. The concepts are detailed in section 3.1. Incorporation of radiation dosimeters
in the experiment containers, study of behavior of microbes when exposed to temperature cycling,
and separation of effects from microgravity and radiation (through artificial gravity) should be
considered for further studies. One of the most important factors to be considered is in regards to PR
for the project, it is recommended to set up a dedicated website for the project for public
engagement and dialogue.
The work described in this thesis has contributed significantly to the progress of the MMARS 1
project. MMARS 1 is in the final weeks of preflight preparations and on track for launch in early
November. The outcome of this experiment will make important contributions to the study of life on
Mars and to the newly initiated research efforts at ISU. As a result of the progress made, ambitious
goals, and high expectations, detailed discussion on MMARS 2, are already underway.
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Appendix 1: Methane sensors
The list of methane sensors considered for the experiment is summarized in the table below.
Sensor ID

Dimensions

Voltage

Current
(mA)

TGS2611C00

Diameter:
9.2+-0.2
mm
Length: (7.8
0.5)+(10.0
1.0) mm

5.0 V +0.2
AC/DC

TGS3870

Diameter:
9.2+-0.2
mm
Length:
(13.0
0.5)+(5.0
1.0) mm
Diameter:
20 mm
Length: 20
mm

IR15TT-R

Representation

100

Operating
Temperature
(°C)
- 40 to +70

Detection
Range (ppm)
500 to 10000

5.0 V +0.2 DC

N/A

20+- 2

500 to 12500

from +3
to +15 R
+5

60

Operation: -20
to +55
Storage: -25 to
+85

0-100 Percent
(5% volume)

MDS-4

55x26x14
mm

plus 3.3
V
Stablised

N/A

0 to 40

1000 to 50000

MQ4

Diameter :
19 0.5 mm
Length: 24
mm

N/A

No Freezing
nominal temp
test +20

300-10000

MQ2

Diameter:
19 0.5 mm
Length: 23+
0.3 mm

Loop
Voltage:
<24 DC
Heater
Voltage:
5V
AC/DC
5V 0.1 V

160

- 4 to +122

5000 to 20000

Appendix 2: Configuration Layout
Top View

Side View

Front View

Appendix 3: SDcard library declaration
/*
**************************** General Details****************************
Author: Yadvender S Dhillon
Project: MMARS1
Software Version: 1
************************************************************************
Usage:
unsigned char error = SDCARD.SDreadblock(unsigned long n, port);
unsigned char error = SDCARD.SDwriteblock(unsigned long n, port);
where "port" is the SDI SS port.
rror= 0 for correct operation
error= 1 for reset error
error= 2 for initialisation error
error= 3 for read error
error= 4 for time out if the token 0xfe is not recieved is not
recieved
error= 5 for time out if the write command fails
error= 6 if the software does not return 0x05 after a write
operation (wrong acknowledgement)
error= 7 if the SD card is busy after writing and does not go
idle
error= 8 for time out if the block size is not set to 512 bytes
readblock function reads from sector n and copies it in the gloabl buffer
write block writes global buffer in sector n
The function calling the functions within this class must have a 512 byte long global
buffer
Operation: The code determines the functionality of functions in SDCARD class, to
read and write in the sectors of the SD card.
The code does not implement/use the FAT format and the data can be written from sector
0
*/
#ifndef SDCARD_h
#define SDCARD_h
#endif
#include "Arduino.h"
class SDCARD
{
public:
unsigned char SDreadblock(unsigned long Rstartblock, int port);
unsigned char SDwriteblock(unsigned long Wstartblock, int port);
unsigned char SD_reset(int port);
private:
unsigned char SDsendCommand(unsigned char cmd, unsigned long arg, int port);
};
extern SDCARD SDCardobject;

Appendix 4: SD card library definition
/*
**************************** General Details****************************
Author: Yadvender S Dhillon
Project: MMARS1
Software Version: 1
************************************************************************
Usage:
unsigned char error = SDCARD.SDreadblock(unsigned long n, port);
unsigned char error = SDCARD.SDwriteblock(unsigned long n, port);
where "port" is the SDI SS port.
error= 0 for correct operation
error= 1 for reset error
error= 2 for initialisation error
error= 3 for read error
error= 4 for time out if the token 0xfe is not recieved is not
recieved
error= 5 for time out if the write command fails
error= 6 if the software does not return 0x05 after a write
operation (wrong acknowledgement)
error= 7 if the SD card is busy after writing and does not go
idle
error= 8 for time out if the block size is not set to 512 bytes

readblock function reads from sector n and copies it in the
gloabl buffer
write block writes global buffer in sector n
The function calling the functions within this class must have a
512 byte long global buffer
Operation: The code determines the functionality of functions in SDCARD class, to
read and write in the sectors of the SD card.
The code does not implement/use the FAT format and the data can be
written from sector 0
*/
#include "Arduino.h"
#include "SDCARD.h"
#include "SPI.h"
extern volatile unsigned char buffer[512];
buffer

//caller defines

// Definition of the reset function
unsigned char SDCARD::SD_reset(int port)
{
unsigned char response;
unsigned int retry = 0;
pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
use it
pinMode(port, OUTPUT);
/*setupSPI with SPI.h*/
SPI.begin();
SPI.setDataMode(SPI_MODE0);
SPI.setBitOrder(MSBFIRST);
SPI.setClockDivider(SPI_CLOCK_DIV64);

//SPI lib requirement, even if you don't

/* During power up, when SPI bus is operating on the SD Card, it enters the idle
state. CMD0 command is necessary to verigy this*/
do
{
SDresponse = SDsendCommand(0, 0, port);

//send 'reset & go idle'

command
if (retry++>255)return 1;
} while (SDresponse != 0x01);
/*CMD1 is used to initialize the cdard*/
retry = 0;
do
{
SDresponse = SDsendCommand(1, 0, port);
initialization process
if (retry++>255) return 2;
} while (SDresponse);

//activate the SD card's

//CRC disabled in SPI mode so we will keep it that way.
retry = 0;
do
{
SDresponse = SDsendCommand(16, 512, port); // it sets SD block size to
512 bytes
if (retry++>10) return 8;
//time out
} while (SDresponse);
return 0;
}// this marks the end of SD card reset function
// beginning of writing block module /function
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
unsigned char SDCARD::writeblock(unsigned long Wstartblock, int port)
{
unsigned char response, saveDDRB;
unsigned int i, retry = 0;
response = SD_reset(port);
SPI.setClockDivider(SPI_CLOCK_DIV4);

// reset the sd card
//use fast speed for write block

if (response != 0) return response;

//board wont reset return error

do
{
response = SDsendCommand(24, Wstartblock << 9, port); //write a Block
command
if (retry++ > 10) return 5;

//time out

} while (response);
digitalWrite(port, LOW);
//selectSDCARD
SPI.transfer(0xfe);
//Send predefined start block token
(0x11111110) to verify the contants while reading
for (i = 0; i < 512; i++)
//send 512 bytes data
SPI.transfer(buffer[i]);

SPI.transfer(0xaa);
ignored here
SPI.transfer(0xa);

//transmit dummy CRC (16-bit), CRC is

response = SPI.transfer(0xff);
Serial.print("\nAcknowledegemntn from the SD card ");
Serial.print(response, BIN);
/*Each time dat is written Sd card sector an acknowledged token
recieved. It is generally one byte long and is in following format.
Don’tcare don’tcare don’tcare 0 Status 1
The meaning of the status bits is defined as follows:
010 - Data is accepted.
101 - Data is not accepted due to a CRC error.
110 - Data is not accepted due to a Write Error*/
if ((response & 0x1f) != 0x05)
{
digitalWrite(port, HIGH);
return 6;
}
/*Data block is sent after a prefix token 0xfe
while (!SPI.transfer(0xff))
get idle after it writes successfully
{

will be

//send stream of 1’s for SD card to

if (retry++ > 60000)
{
digitalWrite(port, HIGH);
return 7;
}
}
digitalWrite(port, HIGH);
return 0;
}
unsigned char SDCARD::SD_sendCommand(unsigned char cmd, unsigned long arg, int port)
{
/*
Bit
Error Description
7
None
This bit always set to zero
6
Parameter error
Bit is set to 1, if command argument like address, block
length etc. are out of range
5
Address error Bit is set 1, if the address error occurs due to usage of wrong
block length
4
Erase sequence error Bit is set to 1, if sequence of erase commands happen
3
Communication CRC error
Bit is set to 1, if communications fails because of
CRC error
2
Illegal command error
Bit is set to 1, if an command used is illegal
1
Erase reset error
Bit set to 1, if out of range erase sequence command is
received
0
idle state error
Bit set to 1, if SD card runs the initialization process
while in idle state */
unsigned char SDresponse, retry = 0, i;
for (i = 0; i<10; i++)
SPI.transfer(0xff);
digitalWrite(port, LOW);
//SPI.transfer(0xff); //wakeup call
SPI.transfer(cmd | 0x40);
bits are always zero and one
SPI.transfer(arg >> 24);
SPI.transfer(arg >> 16);

//send synchronization calls
// wakeup calls for 74 msec
//selectSDCARD

//start sending

command, first two

when

SPI.transfer(arg >> 8);
SPI.transfer(arg);
SPI.transfer(0x95);
cmd0 command is sent

//crc check is nopt considered except

while ((response = SPI.transfer(0xff)) == 0xff)
if (retry++ > 254) break; //time out error

//wait response

//deselectSDCARD

//set the SS

to 1 to deselect the sd card, it's done by the sketch
digitalWrite(port, HIGH);
return SDresponse; //return state
}

///////////////////////////////////
unsigned char SDCARD::SDreadblock(unsigned long startblockaddress, int port)
{
unsigned char response, saveDDRB;
unsigned int i, retry = 0;
response = SD_reset(port);
SPI.setClockDivider(SPI_CLOCK_DIV4);
if (response != 0) return response;

// reset the sd card
//use fast speed for read block
//board wont reset return error

do
{
response = SD_sendCommand(17, startblockaddress << 9, port);//read a
Block command
//block address converted to starting address of 512 byte Block
if (++retry>10) return 3;
} while (response);
digitalWrite(port, LOW);
retry = 0;

0xfe

//selectSDCARD

while (SPI.transfer(0xff) != 0xfe) {
//compared first received to
to validate the data
if (retry++ > 600) return 4;
//end time out for token
}
//end receive token

for (i = 0; i<512; i++)
//read 512 bytes
buffer[i] = SPI.transfer(0xff);
SPI.transfer(0xff);
//receive and ignore incoming CRC (16-bit),
SPI.transfer(0xff);
SPI.transfer(0xff);
//wait for extra 8 clock pulses, it is the
format how it is used
digitalWrite(port, HIGH);
return 0;
}
SDCARD SDCardobject;

//deselectSDCARD

Appendix 5: ReadPresTemp libray declaration
/*
**************************** General Details****************************
Author: Yadvender S Dhillon
Project: MMARS1
Software Version: 1
************************************************************************
Usage:
This structure is read to store the converted (from 64 bits caculated)
Pressure and Temperature values and the .
PresTemp.Pressure;
PresTemp.Temperature;
*/
#ifndef ReadPresTemp_h
#define ReadPresTemp_h
#endif
#include "stdint.h"

struct ReadPresTemp
{
signed long Pressure;
signed long Temperature;
uint8_t SensorError;
};
extern ReadPresTemp PresTemp;

Appendix 6: Pressure sensor library declaration
/*
**************************** General Details****************************
Author: Yadvender S Dhillon
Project: MMARS1
Software Version: 1
************************************************************************
Usage:
This library is defined to read the sensor coefficients and pressure and Temprature
values from the
*/
#ifndef PressureSensor_h
#define PressureSensor_h
#endif
#include "Arduino.h"
#include "stdint.h"
#include "ReadPresTemp.h"

class PressureSensor
{
private:
/* Commands to send
const uint8_t
const uint8_t
const uint8_t
const uint8_t
uint8_t Error
unsigned int

to Sensor*/
SENSOR_CMD_RESET = 0x1E;
SENSOR_CMD_ADC_READ = 0x00;
SENSOR_CMD_ADC_D1 = 0x48;
SENSOR_CMD_ADC_D2 = 0x58;
=0;
sensorCoefficients[8];

// calibration coefficients

void ResetSensor(uint8_t sensorSelectPin); // To reset the sensor
unsigned int ReadPressureCoefficient(uint8_t index, uint8_t sensorSelectPin);//
To read the Sensor Coefficients from the ROM of Sensor
unsigned char CrcCheck(unsigned int n_prom[]); // To perform the CRc check on
the contents of ROM in the Sensor
unsigned long ADCRead(int cmd, uint8_t sensorSelectPin);
// To read
Pressure and Temperature Values from the Sensor

public:
uint8_t SensorIntialize(uint8_t sensorSelectPin); // To read the Sensor
Coefficinets and perform the CRc test on the
ReadPresTemp SensorRead(uint8_t sensorSelectPin);
};

extern PressureSensor Sensor;

Appendix 7: Pressure sensor library definition
/*
**************************** General Details****************************
Author: Yadvender S Dhillon
Project: MMARS1
Software Version: 1
************************************************************************
Usage:

*/
#include "Arduino.h"
#include "PressureSensor.h"
#include "SPI.h"
// Sends a power on reset command to the sensor. Should be done at powerup and maybe
on a periodic basis (needs to confirm with testing).
void PressureSensor::ResetSensor(uint8_t sensorSelectPin) {
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, LOW);
SPI.setDataMode(SPI_MODE3);
SPI.transfer(SENSOR_CMD_RESET);
delay(10);
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, HIGH);
delay(5);
}
// These sensors have coefficient values stored in ROM that are used to convert the
raw temp/pressure data into degrees and mbars.
// This method reads the coefficient at the index value passed. Valid values are 0-7.
See datasheet for more info.
unsigned int PressureSensor::ReadPressureCoefficient(uint8_t index, uint8_t
sensorSelectPin) {
unsigned int result = 0;
// result to return
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, LOW);
SPI.setDataMode(SPI_MODE3);
// send the device the coefficient you want to read:
SPI.transfer(0xA0 + (index * 2));
// send a value of 0 to read the first byte returned:
result = SPI.transfer(0x00);
result = result << 8;
result |= SPI.transfer(0x00); // and the second byte
// take the chip select high
to de-select:
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, HIGH);
//Serial.println (result);
return(result);
}
// Coefficient at index 7 is a four bit CRC value for verifying the validity of the
other coefficients.
// The value returned by this method should match the coefficient at index 7. If not
there is something works with the sensor or the connection.
unsigned char PressureSensor::CrcCheck(unsigned int n_prom[]) {
int cnt;
unsigned int n_rem;
unsigned int crc_read;
unsigned char n_bit;

n_rem = 0x00;
crc_read = sensorCoefficients[7];
sensorCoefficients[7] = (0xFF00 & (sensorCoefficients[7]));
for (cnt = 0; cnt < 16; cnt++)
{ // choose LSB or MSB
if (cnt % 2 == 1) n_rem ^= (unsigned short)((sensorCoefficients[cnt >>
1]) & 0x00FF);
else n_rem ^= (unsigned short)(sensorCoefficients[cnt >> 1] >> 8);
for (n_bit = 8; n_bit > 0; n_bit--)
{
if (n_rem & (0x8000))
{
n_rem = (n_rem << 1) ^ 0x3000;
}
else {
n_rem = (n_rem << 1);
}
}
}
n_rem = (0x000F & (n_rem >> 12));// // final 4-bit reminder is CRC code
sensorCoefficients[7] = crc_read; // restore the crc_read to its original place
return (n_rem ^ 0x00); // The calculated CRC should match what the device
initally returned.
}
// Use this method to send commands to the sensor and to read the pressure and temp
data.
unsigned long PressureSensor::ADCRead(int cmd, uint8_t sensorSelectPin){
uint8_t result = 0;
unsigned long returnedData = 0;
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, LOW);
SPI.transfer(cmd);
delay(10);
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, HIGH);
delay(3);
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, LOW);
SPI.transfer(SENSOR_CMD_ADC_READ);
result = SPI.transfer(0x00);
returnedData = 65536 * result;
result = SPI.transfer(0x00);
returnedData = returnedData + 256 * result;
result = SPI.transfer(0x00);
returnedData = returnedData + result;
digitalWrite(sensorSelectPin, HIGH);
return returnedData;
Serial.print("\n Pre/Temp\n");
Serial.print(result, DEC);
Serial.print(" ");
}

uint8_t PressureSensor::SensorIntialize(uint8_t sensorSelectPin)
{
ResetSensor(sensorSelectPin);
for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{

sensorCoefficients[i] = ReadPressureCoefficient(i,
sensorSelectPin); // Read sensor coefficients - these will be used to convert sensor
data into pressure and temp data
delay(10);
}
// Check the CRC data returned from the sensor to ensure data
integrity.
unsigned int n_crc;
unsigned int p_crc = sensorCoefficients[7] & 0x000F;
n_crc = CrcCheck(sensorCoefficients); // calculate the CRC
//
If the calculated CRC does not match the returned CRC, then there is a data integrity
issue.
//
Check the connections for bad solder joints or "flakey" cables. If this issue
persists, you may have a bad sensor.
if (p_crc != n_crc||(sensorCoefficients[1]==0 && sensorCoefficients[2] ==
0 && sensorCoefficients[3] == 0 && sensorCoefficients[4] == 0 && sensorCoefficients[5]
== 0 && sensorCoefficients[6] == 0 && sensorCoefficients[7] == 0 &&
sensorCoefficients[8] == 0 ))
return 0x80;
else
return 0x00;
}
ReadPresTemp PressureSensor::SensorRead(uint8_t sensorSelectPin)
{
ReadPresTemp PresTemp;
uint8_t temp= SensorIntialize(sensorSelectPin);
Error = Error | temp; // Assign the CRC error to Error variable
if (Error == 0x80)
{
for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
sensorCoefficients[i] = 0; // Set sensor coefficients to zero
}
}
unsigned long D1 = ADCRead(SENSOR_CMD_ADC_D1, sensorSelectPin);
uncompensated pressure

// read

if (D1 >= 0 && D1 <= 16777216)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x40;
// Uncompensated Pressure is wrong
D1 = 0;
}
unsigned long D2 = ADCRead(SENSOR_CMD_ADC_D2, sensorSelectPin);
// read
uncompensated temperature
if (D2 >= 0 && D2 <= 16777216)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x20; // Uncompensated Temperature is wrong
}

// calculate 1st order pressure and temperature correction factors (MS5803 1st
order algorithm)
signed long deltaTemp = D2 - sensorCoefficients[5] * pow(2, 8);
if (deltaTemp >= -16776960 && deltaTemp <= 16777216)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x10; // Difference between actual and reference
temperature is out of range
}
int64_t sensorOffset = sensorCoefficients[2] * pow(2, 17) + (deltaTemp *
sensorCoefficients[4]) / pow(2, 6);
if (sensorOffset >= -17179344900 && sensorOffset <= 25769410560)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x08; // Sensor offset is out of Range
}
int64_t sensitivity = sensorCoefficients[1] * pow(2, 16) + (deltaTemp *
sensorCoefficients[3]) / pow(2, 7);
if (sensitivity >= -8589672450 && sensitivity <= 12884705280)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x04; // Senstivity is out of Range
}
// calculate 2nd order pressure and temperature (MS5803 2st order algorithm)
int64_t temperature = (2000 + (deltaTemp * sensorCoefficients[6]) / pow(2, 23))
;

if (temperature >= -4000 && temperature <= 8500)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x02; // caculated Temperature is out of Range
}
int64_t pressure = ((((D1 * sensitivity) / pow(2, 21) - sensorOffset) / pow(2,
15)) );

if (pressure >= 1000 && pressure <= 20000)
Error = Error | 0x00;
else
{
Error = Error | 0x01; // Calculated Pressure is Out of range
}
if (Error == 0x00 | Error == 0x80| Error == 0x01) // if there are no error or
only CRC error // error added 0x01
{
PresTemp.Pressure = (signed long)pressure;
PresTemp.Temperature = (signed long)temperature;
PresTemp.SensorError = Error;
}

else
{
PresTemp.Pressure = 0;
PresTemp.Temperature = 0;
PresTemp.SensorError = Error;
}
return PresTemp;
}
PressureSensor Sensor;

Appendix 8: Software code of MMARS 1 experiment
#include <SPI.h>
#include <EEPROM.h>
#include <PressureSensor.h>
#include <SDCARD.h>

ReadPresTemp PresTemp;
struct package
{
int32_t Pressure[5];
int32_t Temperature[5];
uint8_t SensorError;
};

unsigned char buffer[512] ;

//this 512 bytes read from or written to sd card

unsigned long sector = 10000; //the sector we will write or read from - leave lower sectors
uint8_t error = 0;

//the error will be 0 if the sd card works

String Sensor_Errors;

int sensorSelectPin = 10;

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
while (!Serial) {
; // wait for serial port to connect. Needed for native USB port only
}
Serial.print("test123");

// Set up the sensor SPI select Pin
pinMode( sensorSelectPin, OUTPUT );
pinMode(4, OUTPUT);

//This is the SS pin we are going to use

pinMode( 6, OUTPUT );
pinMode( 7, OUTPUT );
pinMode( 8, OUTPUT );
pinMode( 9, OUTPUT );
digitalWrite( sensorSelectPin, HIGH );
digitalWrite( 6, HIGH );
digitalWrite( 7, HIGH );
digitalWrite( 8, HIGH );
digitalWrite( 9, HIGH );
digitalWrite( 4, HIGH );
SPI.begin(); //see SPI library details on arduino.cc for details
SPI.setBitOrder( MSBFIRST );
SPI.setClockDivider( SPI_CLOCK_DIV2 );
delay( 10 );

uint8_t retry=0;
uint8_t response;
/*FirstSensor*/
do
{

if(++retry>5) break;

response= Sensor.SensorIntialize(6);

delay(100);
Serial.print(response,HEX);

} while(response != 0x00);
Serial.print("\n");
/*FirstSensor*/
retry=0;
do
{

if(++retry>5) break;

response= Sensor.SensorIntialize(7);
delay(100);
Serial.print(response,HEX);

} while(response != 0x00);
Serial.print("\n");
/*FirstSensor*/
retry=0;
do
{

if(++retry>5) break;

response= Sensor.SensorIntialize(8);
delay(100);
Serial.print(response,HEX);

} while(response != 0x00);
Serial.print("\n");
///*FirstSensor*/
retry=0;
do
{

if(++retry>5) break;

response= Sensor.SensorIntialize(9);
delay(100);
Serial.print(response,HEX);

} while(response != 0x00);
Serial.print("\n");
/*FirstSensor*/
retry=0;
do
{

if(++retry>5) break;

response= Sensor.SensorIntialize(10);

delay(100);
Serial.print(response,HEX);

} while(response != 0x00);
Serial.print("\n");

// clear the contents of the EEPROM
for (int i = 0 ; i < EEPROM.length() ; i++) {
EEPROM.write(i, 0);
}

}

void loop() {
// clear the contents of the EEPROM
for (int i = 0 ; i < EEPROM.length() ; i++) {
EEPROM.write(i, 0);
}
package pacakgeobject;
pacakgeobject.SensorError=0x00;
// Read from the Pressure Sensor

PresTemp=Sensor.SensorRead(10);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Pressure);
Serial.print("\n\n");

Serial.print(PresTemp.Temperature);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.SensorError);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print("\n\n");
pacakgeobject.Pressure[1]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.Temperature[1]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.SensorError=pacakgeobject.SensorError | PresTemp.SensorError;

// sensor 2

PresTemp=Sensor.SensorRead(9);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Pressure);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Temperature);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.SensorError);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print("\n\n");
pacakgeobject.Pressure[2]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.Temperature[2]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.SensorError=pacakgeobject.SensorError | PresTemp.SensorError;
// sensor 2

PresTemp=Sensor.SensorRead(8);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Pressure);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Temperature);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.SensorError);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print("\n\n");
pacakgeobject.Pressure[3]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.Temperature[3]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.SensorError=pacakgeobject.SensorError | PresTemp.SensorError;
//// sensor 2
//
PresTemp=Sensor.SensorRead(7);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Pressure);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Temperature);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.SensorError);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");

Serial.print("\n\n");
pacakgeobject.Pressure[4]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.Temperature[4]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.SensorError=pacakgeobject.SensorError | PresTemp.SensorError;
//// sensor 2
//
PresTemp=Sensor.SensorRead(6);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Pressure);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.Temperature);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print(PresTemp.SensorError);
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("******************************************************************");
Serial.print("\n\n");
pacakgeobject.Pressure[5]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.Temperature[5]=PresTemp.Pressure;
pacakgeobject.SensorError=pacakgeobject.SensorError | PresTemp.SensorError;

//SD card Part
int i = 0;

//general purpose counter

int eeAddress = 0;

EEPROM.put(eeAddress, pacakgeobject);

EEPROM.get(eeAddress, pacakgeobject);

for(i=0;i<512;i++)
buffer[i]=EEPROM.read(i);

//fill the buffer with a number between 0 and 255

unsigned long stopwatch = millis();

//start stopwatch

error = SDCardobject.writeblock(sector, 4); //write the buffer to this sector on the sd card
Serial.print(millis() - stopwatch);
Serial.println(" ms to write one sector");

if (error !=0)
{
Serial.print("sd card write error... code = ");
Serial.println(error);
}

//end of if we have an error

stopwatch = millis();

//start stopwatch

error = SDCardobject.readblock(sector, 4);

//read into the buffer this sector in sd card

Serial.print(millis() - stopwatch);
Serial.println(" ms to read one sector");

if (error !=0)
{
Serial.print("sd card read error... code = ");

Serial.println(error);
}

//end of if we have an error

else
{
int number =0;
for(i=0; i<512; i++)

//read 512 bytes

{
number = buffer[i];

//convert to integer

if(((i % 16) == 0) & ( i != 0))
Serial.println("");

//write 16 then start a new line

Serial.print(number);
Serial.print(" ");
}

//tab to next number
//end of read 512 bytes

Serial.println(" ");
}

//end of else we have no error

delay(1000);

//end of serial available

Serial.print("\n\n");
sector=sector+1;
Serial.print(sector,DEC);
Serial.print("***** \n\n");

//start stopwatch

////////////////////////////////////////////////// EEPROM
byte byte1;
Serial.print("\n\n");
Serial.print("EEPROM Read values in bytes ");
for (i=0; i<sizeof(pacakgeobject); i++)

{
byte1= EEPROM.read(i);
Serial.print(byte1);
Serial.print(" ");
}
Serial.print("\n\n");

}

Appendix 9 : Developed software code for preliminary design
#include <SPI.h>
#include <SD.h>
const int chipSelectPin1 = 10;
const int chipSelectPin2 = 8;
const int chipSelectPin3 = 7;
const int chipSelectPin4 = 6;
const int chipSelect = 9; // for Data Storage

unsigned long time;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
while (!Serial) {
; // wait for serial port to connect. Needed for native USB port only
}

SPI.begin();
pinMode(chipSelectPin1, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(chipSelectPin1, HIGH);

pinMode(chipSelectPin2, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(chipSelectPin2, HIGH);

pinMode(chipSelectPin3, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(chipSelectPin3, HIGH);

pinMode(chipSelectPin4, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(chipSelectPin4, HIGH);

Serial.print("Initializing SD card...");

// see if the card is present and can be initialized:
if (!SD.begin(chipSelect)) {
Serial.println("Card failed, or not present");
// don't do anything more:
return;
}
Serial.println("card initialized.");

// pinMode(chipSelectPin2, OUTPUT);
//digitalWrite(chipSelectPin2, HIGH);
}
void loop()
{
String dataString ="";
String data1="$$,";
time=millis();
double time1 = float(time)/1000;
String data2=String(time1) ;
int16_t x;
//x=(readSensor(chipSelectPin1));
// Serial.print(x);
//int y=(x - 1638);

// Serial.print(y);
//float val2=((float) y/ 13107);
// Serial.print(val2);
String Pressure1 = (readSensor(chipSelectPin1));
Serial.print("PRESS1 = "); Serial.println(Pressure1);

String Pressure2 = (readSensor(chipSelectPin2));
Serial.print("PRESS2 = "); Serial.println(Pressure2);

String Pressure3 = (readSensor(chipSelectPin3));
Serial.print("PRESS3 = "); Serial.println(Pressure3);

String Pressure4 = (readSensor(chipSelectPin4));
Serial.print("PRESS4 = "); Serial.println(Pressure4);

dataString=data1+data2+ Pressure1 + ','+ Pressure2 +','+ Pressure3+ ','+ Pressure4;
File dataFile = SD.open("datalog.csv", FILE_WRITE);

// if the file is available, write to it:
if (dataFile) {

dataFile.println(dataString);
dataFile.close();
// print to the serial port too:
Serial.println(dataString);
}
// if the file isn't open, pop up an error:

else {
Serial.println("error opening datalog.txt");
}

delay(6000);
}

String readSensor (int selectPin) {

SPI.beginTransaction(SPISettings(700000, MSBFIRST, SPI_MODE1)); // Set to 700kHz, MSB and
MODE1
digitalWrite(selectPin, LOW);

//pull Chipselect Pin to Low

int inByte_1 = SPI.transfer(0x00); // Read first Byte of Pressure
int inByte_2 = SPI.transfer(0x00); // Read second Byte of Pressure
int inByte_3 = SPI.transfer(0x00); // Read first Byte of Temperature
int inByte_4 = SPI.transfer(0x00); // Read second Byte of Temperature

digitalWrite(selectPin, HIGH);
SPI.endTransaction();

//pull Chipselect Pin to High
//end SPI Transaction

Serial.print("Chipselect = "); Serial.print(selectPin, DEC); Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print("Byte_1 = "); Serial.print(inByte_1, DEC); Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print("Byte_2 = "); Serial.print(inByte_2, DEC); Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print("Byte_3 = "); Serial.print(inByte_3, DEC); Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print("Byte_4 = "); Serial.print(inByte_4, DEC); Serial.print(" ");

int16_t pressure_dig = (((uint16_t)(inByte_1 & 0x3f))<<8)|inByte_2;
Serial.print("*");

Serial.print(pressure_dig);
Serial.print("*");
//inByte_3 = inByte_3 << 3;
int16_t temperature = ((((uint16_t)inByte_3)<<8)|inByte_4)>>5;
float realTemp = ((float)temperature * 200 / 2047) - 50; //Convert Digital value to °C
Serial.print("Temp[C]= "); Serial.print(realTemp); Serial.print(" ");
float realPres = (1.6 * ((float)pressure_dig-1638)/13107);

String data = String(realPres)+','+String(realTemp);
return data; //return digital Pressure Value
digitalWrite(selectPin, HIGH);
}

Appendix 10: Analog Pressure sensors
Sno.

Sensor

Honeywell
1.

2.

Part
Numb
er

Sens
or
Type

P Read
Type

Min P
(psi)

Max
P
(psi)

Acc
ura
cy

Over
P

SDX100
A4

DIP

Abs

0 psi

100
psi

0.
2
%

150
psi

NBPLAN
N150PA
UNV

SMD

Abs

0 psi

150
psi

0.
2
5
%

240
psi

V

I

T

Dimensions

Price

20VD
C

103.5
mV

- 40 to
100

19.56x15.24x15.25 mm3

44.85 €

12
VDC

operat
ing 1.8
mV

- 40 to
125

10.94X7X7 mm 3

16.92€

Appendix 11: Change Management Process
Project
Request No.
Change Specification
Impact Analysis
On Schedule
On Effort
Status
Approval Status

MMARS 1
Date:
What is proposed to be changed
Refer Section 4
Whether the updating the SRS have some effects on product
delivery
Quantify the efforts to be put to modify software
When change will be implemented

Appendix 12: Test Case Sample
Test Case Design Information

Test case Execution Information

Test Case
Number

Level

Author

Pass/Fail

Date/ Time
Tested

Tester

Version Number

MMARS1Test-1

Critical

YS Dhillon

Pass

Jun-09-2016
10:30

YS Dhillon

SRS: v1
SDS: v1

Objectives: To test the functionality of Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) used to verify the data validity
of coefficients stored in PROM of MS5803-02BA sensor.
Pre-conditions:
CRC check is essential to check the data validity in PROM of the sensor. The CRC code is stored in four
least significant bits of coefficient 8 (16 bit long) in PROM located at address 0xAC.This test utilizes
the following:
Values of variables defined in Application note 505 of Measurement specialties.
The CRC code is 0x0B.
Requirements: MMARS1-SRS-S-1005
Inputs: sensorCoefficients []= {0x3132, 0x3334, 0x3536, 0x3738, 0x3940, 0x4142, 0x4344, 0x450B};
Test Steps:








Set the sensor Coefficients to values mentioned in input field.
Print the Calculated CRC in Decimal.
Insert if statement in the code that compares calculated CRC and the read CRC.
If the calculated CRC and read CRC are equal then print “Data is validated through CRC
check.”
If the calculated CRC and read CRC are equal then print “The sensor CRC check failed. There
is a data integrity issue with the sensor.”
Upload the code in the Arduino Nano microcontroller.
Click on “Serial Monitor.”

Expected Result:



The Software shall calculate and Print CRC to be 11.
The calculated and read CRC must be same and software shall print “Data is validated
through CRC check.”

Actual Result:



The Software calculated CRC (n_rem) is 11.
The software also prints “Data is validated through CRC check.”

Comments/Feedback:

Appendix 13: List of constants
List of Constants
dTmin
dTmax
OFFmin
OFFmax
SENSmin
SENSmax
TEMPmin
TEMPmax
Pmin
Pmax

-16776960
16777216
-17179344900
25769410560
-8589672450
12884705280
-4000
8500
1000
200000

Appendix 14: Contents of Datalog file
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp
$$ Timestamp

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

23.28
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.18
23.28
23.18
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

22.59
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.50
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.59
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.69
22.79
22.79
22.79
22.79
22.79

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

23.57
23.57
23.57
23.57
23.67
23.67
23.67
23.67
23.77
23.67
23.77
23.77
23.77
23.77
23.77
23.77
23.86
23.77
23.86
23.86
23.86
23.86
23.86
23.86
23.86
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
23.96
24.06

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

29.63
29.43
29.34
29.24
29.24
29.24
29.24
29.24
29.34
29.34
29.43
29.43
29.53
29.43
29.34
29.34
29.34
29.34
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.53
29.53

$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$

